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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) aims to build intelligent systems that can interact with

and assist humans. During the interaction, a system learns the requirements from the

human user and adapts to the needs to complete tasks. A popular type of interac-

tive system is retrieval-based, where the system uses a retrieval function to retrieve

relevant answers from a document collection or a knowledge repository. Because of

the interactive setting and the goal-oriented objective, reinforcement learning (RL)

becomes a trending solution. However, developing RL-based interactive systems is

not always successful. Prior methods failed to build representations that provide an

entire picture of the task or could not enable the system to control the retrieval results

directly. The costly labeling process of interactive data further handicaps the appli-

cation of RL-based methods. The RL agents trained on limited annotated data may

fail to generalize. The evaluation metrics for interactive systems are often unbounded,

and the huge variance among search tasks may bias the evaluation.

In this dissertation, I formulate the task of building retrieval-based interactive

systems as an RL problem and propose a systematic solution for building, training,

generalizing, and evaluating RL-based interactive systems. I propose to provide the

system with a global representation of the knowledge repository to enable the full

exploration in state and action space. I then employ a differentiable retrieval action
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to allow the system to control the retrieval process effectively. To improve the gener-

alizability, I propose methods that adaptively train the system in randomized envi-

ronments and generate high-quality, diverse interactions. I also propose a metric nor-

malization schema that effectively improves the fairness of evaluation.

The proposed representation shows great improvement compared with other

neural methods on ad-hoc retrieval tasks in Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Web

track and LETOR. With the representation and the differentiable retrieval function,

the interactive system improves the state-of-the-art performance on TREC Dynamic

Domain (DD) track. The proposed adaptive training method enhances the system’s

generalizability when tested in novel environments on TREC DD. The proposed

trajectory diversification method boosts RL systems’ performance on the Multiwoz

dialogue dataset. The metric normalization schema is adopted by TREC DD and

enables a more fair and robust evaluation.

Index words: Deep Reinforcement Learning, Interactive Agents, Information
Retrieval, Information Seeking
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One goal of artificial intelligence (AI) is to build intelligent systems that human can

naturally interact with. These interactive systems aim to provide human users an

intuitive and friendly communication channel, where users can express their inter-

ests, discover new knowledge, and explore the world. The longing of such interactive

systems started from the early ages of modern computers. Back in 1968, a science

fiction movie 2001: A Space Odyssey characterized a robot named “HAL 900” who can

talk with human astronauts and pilot a spaceship. As time goes by, the desired capa-

bilities of interactive systems have expanded from conducting daily laboured tasks to

providing emotional and social support. An example is the fictional voice assistant

named “Samantha” in the 2013 movie Her, whom human users can even fall in love

with.

Parts of the imagination have become the reality now. Successful commercial inter-

active systems, such as Amazon Alexa and Apple Siri, now are capable of completing

simple tasks, such as checking the local weather, setting up reminders, or looking

up information online. These applications mark a new milestone for building more

intelligent interactive systems.

This dissertation will focus on the retrieval-based interactive systems. In those

cases, human users interact with intelligent systems to fulfill their information need,

such as studying the effect of global warming in their region, or to complete tasks such

as booking a French restaurant for the dinner tonight. The interaction process usually
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Figure 1.1: An Example Interactive System

involves multiple rounds with the goal of succeeding at the end. An example is shown

Figure 1.1, where a user interacts with a search system to learn about The Lion King

film. Starting from the movie name, the user learns the re-release plan of the Walt

Disney company and looks up the film’s revenue.

Retrieval-based interactive systems are backed up by a long line of prior research,

including information science, library science, and information retrieval (IR). It is

originated from information seeking [12]. Information seeking is a process where an

information seeker works with a search system in a certain domain, attempting to

accomplish a task in a given setting, and the process produces its outcome as the
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foraged information [113]. While most research in information seeking focuses on

studying user behaviors, this dissertation focuses on optimizing the system side.

The interaction process is a process of learning. Human users may express their

needs in an ambiguous way and it will be the system’s job to learn their true interests;

the system may not be aware of the environment of the task at the beginning and it

requires effective exploration to learn and understand the environment; the learning

process may even involve cooperation and communication between the system and

the human user to share the knowledge and expedite the task completion.

The interaction process is also a process of adapting. Users may have different

needs and the system needs to quickly adapt to the diverse user requirements; even

with the same needs, users may behave in various ways and the system needs to

be robust enough to handle those cases; the environment may also change, and the

system is required to accommodate to the environment shifts to provide satisfactory

results.

Numerous solutions have been proposed to model such interactions and empower

the system to generate appropriate responses to human users. One line of work is

to model this as a sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) task, where supervised learning

models learn to generate the next response based on historical interactions [66, 169].

This type of approach usually incorporates context information [4, 134, 171, 192] or

is backed by external knowledge such as pre-trained language models [62, 198] or

knowledge graphs [27, 110, 111, 120, 190]. The success of such approaches is built

upon large amounts of labelled interaction data. Another line of work is inspired by

reinforcement learning (RL) [154], where the RL agent learns to act in an environment

by trial-and-error.

RL-based approaches receive attention because of their interactive learning set-

tings and pursuits of final success. In RL, the agent takes actions based on its observa-
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Figure 1.2: A Search Engine Agent Learns in an Environment

Notes: The environment includes queries on topic Q, a document corpus, and the
relevant labels for each document (NR-‘non-relevant’ and R-‘relevant’).

tions of an environment and receives rewards as immediate feedback. The interaction

repeats until the agent achieves the goal or reaches a timeout. RL algorithms aim

to find a good strategy that maximizes the cumulative rewards. With the optimal

strategy, RL agent is able to adapt to the environment and maximizes rewards in the

long term.

For interactive systems, the environment consists of a user and a knowledge repos-

itory, such as a text corpus or a database. The user informs the system of the require-

ments and provides feedback in real-time. The system retrieves or selects items from

the repository to satisfy the user’s need. The system aims to find the strategy that best

helps the user finish the task. A typical example of the interactive systems is dynamic

search, where the user conducts multiple rounds of searches from a text corpus to

fulfill a complex information need. An illustration of dynamic search is shown in

Figure 1.2. The environment of a search task is established by a document corpus

(C), queries centering around the search topic (Q), and relevance labels (relevant R
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or non-relevant NR) for the documents w.r.t. Q. I will use the dynamic search as the

example in the most parts of this dissertation, while I believe the general principles

proposed are still applicable for other types of interactive systems.

A major difference between RL and IR is the separation between training and

testing. Many RL algorithms are proposed in robotics, where the training environment

and the testing environment are the same. However, this is not the case for IR. In IR,

the system is expected to operate in various environments that it has never interacted

in during training. The training environment and the testing environment may differ

in many aspects, including documents, user intentions, and interaction trajectories.

This dissertation explores several methods to improve the system’s generalizability

towards different environments.

1.1 Challenges

While RL is a promising direction, developing RL-based solutions for interactive sys-

tems faces multiple challenges. Many existing approaches rely on off-the-shelf retrieval

tools, but top retrieved results may not reflect the full picture of the task. The use

of retrieval tools also means the system cannot control the retrieval results directly.

The optimization requires intensive interaction with the environment, and the system

may overfit on the documents and the user simulator it uses for training. In auto-

matic evaluation, the metric scores are averaged across search tasks while neglecting

the difficulty level of different tasks, resulting in unfair evaluation. To summarize, the

challenges come from at least the following sides:

The first challenge is to build the representation of the knowledge repos-

itory. Constructing document representations has been one of the focuses of Neural

Information Retrieval (Neu-IR). Previous methods [67, 90, 105] of interactive systems
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preferred to use off-the-shelf retrieval tools. However, most existing retrieval functions

are optimized over precision at top ranking positions. The consequence is that results

that are good but not as optimal have little chance to show up. Early triage of lower-

ranked documents would lead to a long-term loss that can not be easily recovered.

Classic works on exploratory search [174] and information seeking [112] named this

phenomenon “berry picking” – which depicts a tortuous search trajectory where only

very limited useful information can be obtained at every single step because the search

space is so restricted by the top results. This makes the RL agent’s learning very chal-

lenging because the agent is not able to “explicitly consider the whole problem of a

goal-oriented” process [154].

The second challenge is to enable the system to effectively control the

retrieval process. Traditional systems that use retrieval tools complete an action

in several steps. The system first reformulates queries (or questions) based on user’s

responses; then retrieves relevant information to fulfill those queries. Unfortunately,

widely-used retrieval functions, including TF-IDF [142] and BM25 [139], are non-

differentiable. Common functions to reformulate queries [68] are non-differentiable,

too. These non-differentiable functions prevent a gradient-based RL method from

updating its gradient through; thus a user’s feedback would not have real control over

which documents to return. Consequently, the retrieval results could look random.

Nonetheless, these functions remain quite popular due to their readiness.

The third challenge is to improve the system’s generalizability on dif-

ferent environments. The agent is highly likely to be deployed in environments

that are different from their training environment. One way to achieve good general-

izability is to make the training environments sufficient and diverse. Due to increasing

privacy concerns and inherent difficulty to label interactive data, it is challenging and

costly to collect quality training data for interactive search systems. With insufficient
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training data, DRL models can easily overfit [194], and the resulting agents would fail

to handle unseen situations. Moreover, those limited labelled data is also the basis for

domain experts to build rule-based user simulators [94], which are still widely used

today. As a result, rule-based simulators manage routine task scenarios efficiently; but

they cannot easily generate unconventional and more diverse dialogue acts marked by

human spontaneity. Diversity of training environments can be improved by synthe-

sizing new documents or diversifying learned user models. However, some synthetic

environments may mislead the agent to policies that deviate too far from the original

and cause catastrophic forgetting [82].

The fourth challenge is to stop the error propagation in modeling the

environment. Improving the generalizability of the system often involves building

environment models. This line of research [28, 73] diversifies an agent’s learning expe-

riences by letting the agent interact with a diverse set of generative environment

models learned from an expert simulator. The idea involves little manual configura-

tion and is often developed as model-based DRL (MBDRL) [154]. MBDRL methods

alternate between learning an environment model and learning a policy. The environ-

ment model is updated to fit the trajectories the agent has collected so far; the policy

then is optimized to maximize the expected long-term rewards within the model.

Diversification of the user model is achieved by randomizing the parameter initial-

ization of neural networks. The agent, which is the policy learner, interacts with an

ensemble of randomized user models to gain more diverse learning experiences. How-

ever, one issue in this approach is that errors in model learning may quickly propagate

into policy learning. As a consequence, unrealistic interactions generated in the diver-

sification stage may cripple the policy learner and even result in the failure of policy

learning.
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The fifth challenge is to provide fair evaluation for interactive systems.

A great number of factors need to be considered in the evaluation of the interactive

search process. They include document relevance, document novelty, aspect-related

novelty discounting, and user’s efforts in examining the documents. Due to increased

complexity, most existing interactive search evaluation metrics are NP-hard. Conse-

quently, the optimal value, i.e. the upper bound, of a metric highly varies with the

actual search topics. In Cranfield-like settings such as the Text REtrieval Confer-

ence (TREC), scores for systems are usually averaged across all search topics. With

undetermined upper bound values, however, it could be unfair to compare interactive

systems across different topics.

1.2 Proposed Solutions

In this dissertation, I propose a systematic solution for building, training, generalizing,

and evaluating interactive systems. Motivated by prior research on text visualization,

I propose to build the representation that effectively captures relevance signals from

the knowledge repository and provide the system with a full picture of the search

task, Building on top of that, I propose an end-to-end framework that enable the

system control the search process directly. To improve the system’s generalizability

in different text environments, I propose an adaptive policy learning method that

helps the system continuously learn in randomized environments. To help the system

accommodate to different users, I propose an approach that generates high-quality,

diverse interactions. I also propose an metric normalization schema to improve the

fairness of evaluation.

Figure 1.3 is an overview of the system proposed in this dissertation. It includes

1) a representation that better captures relevance signals of the knowledge repository,
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the Proposed Solutions

2) an RL framework that enables end-to-end control of the interactive systems, 3)

an adaptive learning method that better handles novel environments, 4) a diversifi-

cation approach that generates high-quality training trajectories, 5) and a evaluation

platform that supports live and reproducible interactions.

First, to build the representations, I turn to the early studies in the user interface

[59] to see how they help human readers understand the documents and locate relevant

information. As human readers, visualization could accelerate our processing of infor-

mation [19, 65]. These visualizations offer efficient, direct, and informative feedback

to a search engine user. An intriguing work is TileBars [61]. TileBars splits a docu-

ment into a series of segments and visualize the matched query terms at a segment

level. TileBars helps human users to quickly identify relevant documents. Inspired by
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that, I leverage TileBars visualization for text retrieval. I propose DeepTileBars, a

new deep neural network designed for ad-hoc retrieval tasks [161]. I also propose to

extend such representations for interactive systems, constructing the representations

for the knowledge repository [163].

Second, I propose an end-to-end framework that presents the interactive system

with an overview of the task. Besides, I further propose to use a differentiable retrieval

function that allows the system to directly control the retrieval results [162]. With the

constructed representations as building blocks, I build a global representation that

provides the system with the current exploration status of the task. I also use a differ-

entiable retrieval function, allowing the system to monitor the search results directly.

Experiments show that the proposed method can quickly recover from wrong search

paths and outperforms baselines that rely on non-differentiable retrieval functions.

Third, to improve the generalizability of the RL agent while avoiding the catas-

trophic forgetting, I propose an adaptive domain randomization method, Adaptive

PPO (APPO), for DRL-supported interactive search agents [24]. APPO keeps a bal-

ance between exploring synthesized environments and avoiding catastrophic forget-

ting. I test it with different text generation methods, such as mix-and-match and

paraphrasing, and find that APPO works well to produce more robust agents. Exper-

iments show that the proposed method better adapts to unseen documents.

Fourth, I propose a novel interaction trajectory diversification method for task-

oriented dialogue systems trained in simulators [164]. The method, Intermittent Short

Extension Ensemble (I-SEE), constrains the intensity to interact with an ensemble

of diverse user models and effectively controls the quality of the diversification. The

agent intermittently interact with the diversified user model ensemble and branch

the dialogue for a short horizon every time. Evaluations on the Multiwoz dataset
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show that I-SEE successfully boosts the performance of several state-of-the-art DRL

dialogue agents.

Last but not the least, I propose a metric normalization schema for evaluating

interactive search systems [159]. I investigate the actual per topic upper bounds of

existing interactive search metrics. Through decomposing the metrics, I derive the

upper bounds via mathematical optimization. I show that after being normalized by

the bounds, the NP-hard interactive search metrics are then able to provide robust

comparison across various search topics.

1.3 Contributions

The contribution of this dissertation is on multiple fronts. It proposes systematic

methods on building the interactive systems, training the system with RL, improving

the system’s adaptability to different text environments and users, and evaluating

interactive systems. To be more specific, the contribution of this dissertation includes

the following

• I propose a visualization-based document representation that improves the text

retrieval [162]. It is inspired by a text visualization tool on search engine user

interface. It exploits the topical structure within the document and generate

representations of different topical granularity level. Building on top of that,

I build global representation to provide interactive search systems with a full

picture of a task. This work is published at the AAAI Conference on Artificial

Intelligence 2019.

• I propose an end-to-end framework that enables interactive system to effec-

tively control the retrieval process [162, 163]. The proposed global representation

encodes the document content and the exploration status of task, which presents
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the interactive system with essential information needed for decision making. I

propose to use a differentiable retrieval function that allows the system directly

control the retrieval results instead of relying on non-differentiable outside tools.

This work is published at the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence 2020,

Deep Reinforcement Learning workshop at the Conference on Neural Informa-

tion Processing Systems 2020, and Deep Reinforcement Learning for Informa-

tion Retrieval workshop at the SIGIR Conference on Research and Development

in Information Retrieval 2020.

• I propose an adaptive learning method that helps the system better adapt to

novel environments [24]. One way to improve the system’s adaptability to dif-

ferent environments is to train the system on a series of randomized environ-

ments. But some randomized environments may derail the policy because of the

huge difference compared with the original environment. The proposed method

adaptively adjusts the size of gradient step on different environments and keeps

the system away from the catastrophic forgetting of previous learned environ-

ments. This work is published at the SIGIR Conference on Research and Devel-

opment in Information Retrieval 2020.

• I propose a trajectory diversification approach that generates high-quality inter-

action trajectories [164]. It first learns a set of diverse user models that behave

differently from an expert user simulator. To curb the error propagation from

user model learning to policy learning, the system starts by interacting with the

expert user simulator, then intermittently switches to a diversified user model

and branches the interaction. Besides that, the system only interacts with the

diversified user model for a short period of time. It strikes a balance between
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the diversity and quality of interaction trajectories. This work is published at

the Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics 2021.

• I propose a metric normalization schema that improves the fairness and robust-

ness of evaluation [159]. I study how different metrics model the elements in the

interactions. Then I approximate the upper bound metric score of each search

topic. The approximated bounds exhibit huge variances among search topics

and highlight the necessity of normalization. The normalized metric score offers

more fair evaluation and suggests new directions for system optimization. The

proposed normalization schema is adopted in TREC 2017 Dynamic Domain

(DD) track [183]. This work is published at the SIGIR International Conference

on the Theory of Information Retrieval 2017 and won the Best Student Paper

Award.

1.4 Dissertation Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the related work in this

field. The proposed representation is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents

the end-to-end framework for interactive systems. Chapter 5 introduces the adaptive

domain randomization method. Chapter 6 illustrates the trajectory diversification

approach. Chapter 7 presents the evaluation metrics. Chapter 8 concludes this dis-

sertation and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter presents a literature review on related topics of this dissertation. They

include prior research in interactive systems, neural representation in information

retrieval, deep reinforcement learning, data augmentation, and trajectory diversifica-

tion.

2.1 Interactive Systems

Interactive systems assist human users for goal-oriented information seeking in a

multi-turn process. Example applications include dynamic search [182], task-oriented

dialogue systems [49], and multi-turn question answering systems [135]. They share

similar traits of: (1) a goal-oriented task and (2) the interactions with a human user.

They exhibit different forms of interactions, though. In dynamic search, the form of

interaction is querying and retrieving documents. In dialogue systems, it is generating

natural language responses. In multi-turn QA, it is questioning and finding answers.

I summarize the approaches proposed for interactive systems below:

• Seq2Seq interactive systems: This type of methods models the interaction

process as a supervised learning task, where the input is previous interactions

and the output is the next system action. These supervised methods take advan-

tage of deep neural networks and learn from large amount of sequential training

data. The sequential nature of interactions makes Seq2Seq framework a popular
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choice due to its encoder-decoder structure. Seq2Seq models are used to generate

the next utterance in the dialogue [66, 169], model the state of interactions [20],

and suggest queries for the next round of retrieval [37].

• Knowledge graph (KG)-based interactive systems: KGs enable the rea-

soning and inference for the interactive systems. Early research uses click graph

to suggest queries in the interactive process [46]. Nowadays, KGs can be about

commonsense or domain-specific knowledge. A general KG can help a conver-

sation more interesting and engaging [120, 190]; while a specific KG can help

accomplish the task more efficiently [110, 111]. Methods in this category focus

on scaling up the KGs [111] and hopping mulitple steps on the KGs [120].

• Interactive systems with off-the-shelf retrieval tools: These systems

leverage mature techniques in ad hoc retrieval and extend the techniques from

individual queries to a session of them. A classical early work is Rocchio [57]. To

obtain a global picture of the task, these approaches are often used in combina-

tion with cluster algorithms [77, 114, 121] to identify subtopics or other internal

structure in the retrieved results. An important direction for this method is

to unveil a user’s mixed-initiative information need via asking back-and-force

questions [4, 134, 171, 192]

• DRL-based interactive systems: This category of methods models the inter-

action process as a Markov decision process (MDP) or partially-observable MDP

(POMDP). They are the focus of this dissertation.

DRL-based methods can be grouped into model-free and model-based methods.

Model-Free DRL (MFDRL) agents take a pre-built environment/simulator as it is and

learn policies via direct interactions with it [40, 95, 95, 99, 129, 153, 177]. Early works
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has investigated hand-crafted state/action/policies [106, 184], bandits-based method

[90], value-based method [105], and policy-based [67] methods. More recent work use

Actor-Critic framework to formulate queries [125], or choose the way to show search

results and probe user intentions [1]. Zhou and Agichtein proposed a value-iteration

method for dynamic search, which used a stack of LSTMs in online LtR to estimate

document relevance and used immediate rewards as values [199]. Methods proposed

in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 belongs to the category of MFDRL.

On the contrary, model-based DRL (MBDRL) agents indirectly learn policies

from the environment. MBDRL has two concurrent learning modules, namely model

learning and policy learning. The model learning module can be thought of an addi-

tional computational layer between the environment and the agent. This provides

opportunities to alter the original environment. MBDRL was originally proposed in

robotics and control to speed up direct policy learning by inferring decision rules

from past interactions and embedding them in the model. For dialogue agents, this

middle layer of model learning acts as derived simulators (or learned user models)

from the original expert simulator. Deep Dyna-Q (DDQ) [130] is an MBDRL method

built upon Dyna [154]. D3Q [153] employs generative adversarial networks (GAN)

to minimize the difference between trajectories generated from the learned models

and that from the original expert simulator, assuming that the expert simulator is

the gold standard. Likewise, ADC [177] uses double critics to mitigate the impact of

poorly-generated trajectories to stabilize the agent’s performance. The diversification

method proposed in Chapter 6 belongs to the family of MBDRL, with a focus on

diversification.

The interactive systems proposed in this dissertation takes the full picture of the

task into consideration. To this regard, the work closest to mine is perhaps KB-

InfoBot [40]. It is a dialogue system to find movies from a large movie knowledge
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base (KB). Similar to mine, KB-InfoBot used a global representation for all movies

in its database to represent the states. To do so, it estimated a global distribution

over the entire set of movie entities, conditioned on user utterances. The distribution

was fed into a deep neural network to learn the agent’s action. Also similar to mine,

KB-InfoBot used a differentiable lookup function to support end-to-end manipulation

of data entities. The two works differ in that their dialogue agent ran on a structured

database and completed a task by iteratively filling the missing slots, while dynamic

search is for unstructured free text and accomplishes a task by iteratively retrieving

documents that is relevant to the search task.

Knowing a global model that oversees the entire text collection has shown to

be beneficial to retrieval in conventional IR research. For instance, Liu and Croft

proposed to develop corpus-level clusters by K-means and then used them to smooth

out multinomial language models [101]. Wei and Croft also used Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) to obtain global topic hierarchies to improve retrieval performance

[173]. In this work, I encode the corpus and the user’s search history for a global state

representation.

2.2 Neural Representation for Information Retrieval

Building the representation of documents and queries has been mostly studied in the

area of neural information retrieval (Neu-IR) [197], in the context of ad-hoc retrieval.

These Neu-IR models are often combined with a learning-to-rank framework [100]

to derive document relevance scores. I review the progress of Neu-IR models in this

section and separate Neu-IR models into two groups: the ones proposed before the

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [39], and the ones

that are based on BERT.
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2.2.1 Pre-BERT Neu-IR Models

Early experiments [123, 127] in Neu-IR reported only marginal gains or even infe-

rior performance to traditional IR methods such as BM25 [139] and language mod-

eling [193]. The later Neu-IR models attempted to incorporate well-known docu-

ment retrieval principles and have started to show improvement over traditional IR

methods.

Neu-IR models in this stage can be grouped into two categories [52]. The first cat-

egory of methods is heavy on building the representations of documents and queries

separately. These models map the texts into a low-dimensional space and then com-

pute document relevance scores in that space. Models in this family include DSSM

[69] and CDSSM [149]. The second category is interaction-focused. They first produce

an interaction matrix, a.k.a. a matching matrix, between a query and a document.

Each entry in the matrix is usually a simple relevance measurement, such as the

cosine similarity, between the query term vector and the document term vector. The

matrix is then fed into a deep neural network to learn the document relevance scores.

Models in this family include PACRR [71], DeepRank [128], DRMM [52], K-NRM

[180], MatchPyramid [127] and HiNT [45]. There are also hybrid models, such as

DUET [117], that combine the scores generated by the two categories. The proposed

representation in Chapter 3 belongs to the second category. The proposed interaction

representation is motivated by visualization tools for human readers.

There are only a few pieces of research that share similar intentions with the rep-

resentation proposed in Chapter 3, i.e. visualizing the relevance signals in a document

for deep learning. Works that are the closest to mine are MatchPyramid, HiNT, and

ViP [44].
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MatchPyramid was proposed for text matching tasks, including paraphrase identi-

fication and paper citation matching. By plotting the similarity between two sentences

in an n×m matrix, where n and m are the lengths of two sentences respectively, deep

neural networks were used to find the matching patterns between sentences with this

image-like visualization. In MatchPyramid, the matching is done at the word level

and experiments show it is a less effective Neu-IR model.

A concurrent work, HiNT, adopted a similar idea to mine to perform passage-level

retrieval. One major difference between HiNT and DeepTileBars is how they split the

documents. HiNT splits documents by fixed sized passages whereas DeepTileBars

splits them based on topic changes. The passages in HiNT are in fact more similar to

mytoken sequences, which do not represent topical structure. As a result, the highest

semantic level that HiNT is able to examine is similar to my segments. Levels higher

than segments are not modeled in HiNT. In this sense, HiNT is not a true hierarchical

Neu-IR model; instead, it is a segment-level only model. In addition, the two models

accumulate the relevance signals quite differently. Meanwhile, although HiNT used a

much more complex neural method, with a light-weighted architecture, DeepTileBars

achieves better retrieval effectiveness in my experiments.

ViP also proposed to take advantage of visual features in a document. Instead

of using the interaction matrix as the input image, ViP directly used a webpage’s

snapshot as so. ViP’s experiments showed that even query-independent visual features

would be able to improve the retrieval effectiveness. ViP’s semantic units, such as the

webpage sections and multimedia components, are similar to my hierarchical topics

higher than the segments. In this sense, they are the most similar work to mine. In

addition, the good performance of their work confirms my proposal that visualization

of texts could greatly help neural information retrieval. However, I did not compare

to their work in this dissertation due to the focus on purely text-based retrieval.
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Research from the field of natural language processing has adopted similar designs

of using multiple CNN kernel sizes. For example, [80] used that for sentence classi-

fication. Their input was a d ×m interaction matrix, where d was the dimension of

the term vectors and m was the number of words in a sentence. They encoded a

sentence using multiple CNNs with kernel sizes d × n, where n was the size of an

n-gram and obviously could vary. While my use of multiple kernel sizes is driven by

the attempt to fuse relevance signals at multiple topical granularities, their modern

way of representing n-grams (with different n) yielded a similar design to mine.

Another related area to the global representation proposed in Chapter 3 is

dimension reduction. Many breakthroughs in neural models for Natural Language

Processing (NLP) are built upon word2vec [115] and its derivation doc2vec [88].

Doc2vec is able to transform a high-dimensional discrete text representation into

low-dimensional continuous vectors. Unfortunately, however, doc2vec cannot solve

a problem known as crowding [33]. It refers to the situation where multiple high-

dimensional data points are collapsed into one after dimension reduction and two data

points belonging to different classes are then inseparable. In my case, each data point

represents either a relevant or irrelevant document. I choose to use the t-Distributed

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) method [108]. It was used to support data

visualization for high-dimensional images [108], network parameters [118] and word

vectors [91]. By assuming a t-distribution for the post-reduction distribution, t-SNE

provides more space to scatter data points that were supposed to be collapsed and

the dimensions can be reduced from thousands to as low as 2 or 3. The experiments

shows that t-SNE outperforms doc2vec in my case.
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2.2.2 BERT-based Neu-IR Models

The recently trending pre-trained language models provide another way of building

representation of documents. These models, such as BERT [39], RoBERTa [102],

XLNet [186], are based on transformer architecture [168]. They are pre-trained with

self-supervised learning tasks, such as masked language modeling or next sentence

prediction. The self-supervised learning objectives make large amounts of text data

available for training without the need of expensive annotation. Pre-training on large

amounts of text data enable the neural network to generate embeddings that better

capture semantic meaning and relevance signals within text. Thus, fine-tuning those

models for ad-hoc retrieval tasks become a trending direction [97].

A direct application of BERT on text retrieval is monoBERT [126]. In monoBERT,

the text retrieval task is formulated as binary classification. Given a query-document

pair, monoBERT estimates whether the document is relevant to the query. The

training objective is essentially point-wise learning-to-rank. Later works explore fine-

tuning BERT with pairwise and listwise learning-to-rank objectives [53, 55].

Ongoing research has been focusing on designing self-supervised pre-training tasks

to boost the ranking capabilities. Boualili et al. [13] propose MaskedBERT, which

incorporates traditional IR cues, like exact match, for pre-training. Zhang et al. [195]

use reinforcement learning to select anchor-document pairs for the pre-training stage.

Inspired by the classic query likelihood model, Ma et al. [107] propose representative

words prediction task, where BERT is optimized to estimate the most representative

words in a document. The supervising signal can come from classical unigram model

or the BERT itself. Zou et al. [201] propose to use document click data from search

engine companies for pre-training the models.
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A limitation of BERT is the length constraint on the input document. Usually,

the maximum words allowed for input text is 512. This value is set in the pre-training

stage, where text retrieval may not be considered. Another part of the reason is the

computation complexity of self-attention mechanism, which grows quadratically as the

length of input increases. To overcome this limitation, later works investigates how to

aggregate relevance scores from passages [36, 64, 178] or sentences [189] to bypass this

limitation. Another way to handle this issue is re-designing the transformer architec-

ture. These variant transformer architectures decrease the computation complexity

and thus is able to better handle long documents [26, 76].

Another drawback for transformer-based models is efficiency. One way to improve

the efficiency is model distillation [51, 72, 156]. In text retrieval, the efficiency can

also be improved via pre-computing document representations offline [50, 109].

2.3 Reinforcement Learning

2.3.1 Settings

The framework of reinforcement learning includes an agent and an environment. The

environment represents a dynamic world. The agent continuously interacts with the

environment in order to learn a good strategy for itself to survive, succeed, or win

(a game) in the environment. The winning is usually marked by obtaining adequate

accumulated rewards, whose sum is called return. The rewards are given by the envi-

ronment to the agent based on the agent’s actions under various situations. So, what

the agent learns is which actions to take under the situations to maximize its long-

term return, aka, the best winning strategy.

Reinforcement learning has a complex set of symbols to describe its complex

system. These essential elements include < S,A,R,M >:
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Figure 2.1: Reinforcement Learning Framework

• S: S is the set of states, usually being discrete. A state st = s is a representation

of the environment at time t;

• A: A is the set of actions, discrete or continuous. An action at is an operation

that an agent can choose to change state of environment at time t;

• R: R is the immediate reward function. R : S × A → R. R(st = s, at = a)

denotes the reward signal given by the environment if the agent takes action a

at state s. Its value, also sometimes called the reinforce, is denoted by r;

• M : M is the transition function between states. M : S × S × A → [0, 1].

M(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a) is the probability that the environment goes from

state s to next state s′ if the agent takes action a.

These elements work together as a dynamically interacting system. At each time

step t, the agent observes the state (st) from the environment, then takes an action

(at). The action impacts the environment, brings in a reward (rt+1) and produces

a new state (st+1). This loop continues until an episode of task ends, generating a

trajectory st, at, rt+1, st+1, at+1, rt+2, st+2, at+2, rt+3... Figure 2.1 from [154] illustrates

the interactions.
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The optimization goal of RL is to find out an optimal strategy to respond to

situations such that the expected return from the environment would be maximized.

, The strategy is called policy, A policy π(s) is a stochastic function from st to at,

which gives instructions to the agent on how to behave. The expected return is the

expected long-term rewards over the course of the entire episode, such as one game or

one task expected to accomplish. The optimization can be expressed by the following:

π∗ = arg max
π:s→a

Eπ:s→a,t=1,...TGt (2.1)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a factor discounting future rewards. And the return is

Gt =
∞∑
k=0

γkRt+k+1(st+k+1, at+k+1) (2.2)

An RL agent’s learning is characterized by its great ability in adaptation and

exploration. All its learning and optimization are about being the best to adapt to a

dynamic environment and able to handle issues emerging in various situations. Some

situations may appear before during training, and other may be unexpected. This

ability allows RL agents to better handle unseen challenges. As a learning agent,

RL also recognizes the value of being exploratory. Its optimization is not greedy but

aiming for long-term success.

For the interactive search approaches that I review in this work, most of them

share a common setup. In that, a search engine takes the role of an RL agent. The

environment could be the user and the document collection or just the documents

alone depends on the user is the second agent. Suppose the user is also part of the

environment. Then, the search engine agent observes the environment’s state (st) at

time t, and takes actions (at) to retrieve documents and shows them to the user. The

user provides feedback, which expresses how much the retrieved documents would

satisfy the informational need. The feedback is often used as immediate reward rt.
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The retrieved documents would probably also change the user’s perceptions about

what is relevant. These changes are expressed as transitions from an old state to a

new one st → st+1. The optimization goal is to maximize the long-term return for

the entire search task.

A common misconception in RL is that the agent learns and produces test results

at the same time. The truth is that, similar to supervised learning, RL also needs a

training phase that is separated from the testing phase. RL is like training a baby to

become an expert in a field. The training of an RL agent would take many episodes.

For instance, it needs to play a game for many times in order to learn how to play

the game. This repeated training could be in the scale of thousands or more. The

RL agent learns gradually how to adapt and explore in the environment from each

training episode. Eventually it would grow up from an ignorant to an expert on the

game and ready for a test. In the test phrase, the matured, trained agent can then

act in the dynamic environment, dealing with complex situations with the aim to win

or survive in the end.

2.3.2 RL Algorithms

Based on how the optimization is achieved, RL algorithms can be categorized into

the following general types.

The first type is value-based approaches. The agent in a value-based RL method

would attempt to find policies that could land in high-valued states. A value function

V is thus needed to measure the “value" of a state. The function is defined as the

expectation of the return of the given state or the given action under certain policy.

Value function has two different forms, state-value function (V -function), and state-

action-value function (Q-function). They are similar in many ways and both can be

approximated via supervised machine learning such as deep neural networks. The
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definitions of Q(s, a) or V (s) are shown below:related with each other. B

V (s) = Eπ[Gt|st = s]

= Eπ

[
∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k+1|st = s

] (2.3)

Q(s, a) = Eπ[Gt|st = s, at = a]

= Eπ

[
∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k+1|st = s, at = a

] (2.4)

They are also related with each other:

V (s) =
∑
a

π(a|s)Q(s, a) (2.5)

A typical example of value-based RL is Deep Q-Network (DQN) [118], which

outperforms human players in many Atari video games, such as Pong, Boxing and

Breakout. Earlier work like Sarsa [154] also belongs to this type.

The second type is policy-based approaches. These methods aim to learn an

optimal policy directly from rewards. What makes this possible is the policy gra-

dient theorem [154]. The theorem says that the gradient of the expected return

would go in the same direction with the gradient of the policy; therefore finding the

optimal return would be somehow equivalent to finding the best policy and this can

be achieved by standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD). These methods first con-

struct a general mapping from returns/rewards to actions, for instance, first param-

eterizing action preference by a linear function and then wrapping it with a softmax

function. They then find the optimal policy by calculating the approximated function

and updating the gradient of the policy. Examples include the vanilla REINFORCE,

Trust-Region Policy Optimization [145], and Proximal Policy Optimization [146]. The

last two are state-of-the-art top algorithms in robotic control. Policy-based and value-

based methods can be combined together. They are called actor-criticmethods. These

methods are highly effective. Examples are A3C [119] and DDPG [96].
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Both value-based and policy-based methods do not utilize the state transition M

in the environment. Therefore, they are called model-free RL methods. When making

use of the knowledge carried by transition model M , here comes the third type, the

model-based RLmethods. “Model" is an overly used word in machine learning. Yet here

in model-based RL, “model" refers to the transition model only (sometimes it could

also mean bothM and the reward function R). ModelM can be given or learned. The

learning ofM can happen before all policy learning take place or take turns with them

or at the same time during their learning. The first case could be seen most likely

in early methods, including optimal control and planning. Monte-Carlo Tree Search

(MCTS) is an example of such planning, which was used in combination with actor-

critic and beat human world Go champions in 2016 and made AlphaGo [150] such a

significant chapter in AI research. The modelM can also be learned alternatively with

the policy. Dyna [154] is a classic of this type. It can also be learned by calculating a

gradient through both the model and the policy, as in PILCO [38] and Guided Policy

Search (GPS) [89]. Because of this separation of model learning and policy learning,

model-based RL methods potentially allow room to inject domain knowledge and

human expertise in reinforcement learning. It would be a good joining point between

RL and supervised ML. Much new research is under development in this direction.

2.4 Data Augmentation

2.4.1 Increasing Data Availability in IR

Data commonly used in IR research include queries, documents, ratings, and infor-

mation recorded in search logs, such as clicks and dwell time. Among these different

types of data, some are easier to get because they are gathered automatically. For

instance, document collections can be obtained by crawlers, and computers can log
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clicks. However, others are harder to get. For instance, queries need to be written by a

human user, and relevant judgments (ratings) need to be made by human annotators.

Manual creation of these data is challenging. In TREC Tracks, most relevance rat-

ings are collected by post-retrieval manual annotations [5, 32, 170]. Although widely

adopted, this strategy is labor-intensive and cost-ineffective. Automated simulations

have been proposed, too. For instance, [29] proposed to generate fake search histories

and clicks based on click models. Their ‘fake’ labels are implicit feedback, i.e., clicks.

Click-only simulation poses minor changes to the environment as no changes are

made to the documents. The degree of diversity it adds to the training environments

is somewhat limited.

One latest effort is from [191], which used adversarial learning to generate more

training features for a learning-to-rank (LtR) method. The work generated new fea-

tures based on old features for every query-document pair (q, d) using an auto-encoder.

The model could also generate customized relevance ratings together with the fea-

tures. However, the method relied heavily on human-engineered features and could

only be used in very simple networks, such as a network with a single neuron.

2.4.2 Domain Randomization

Domain randomization is a technique in RL that synthesizes new environments based

on existing environments without actually collecting more data. Domain randomiza-

tion has been successfully used in robotics [165], computer vision [132], and natural

language processing [172]. When used in combination with machine learning methods,

it serves two purposes. First, it can help increase the amount of training data, thus

improve data and label efficiency. Second, it usually creates a more diverse set of

training data, thus helps improve the generalization and robustness of the learning

models. Most data augmentation methods rely on stochastic procedures to create new
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data. The target to randomize can be categorized into environments, goals, and data

points.

Randomizing environments: An environment is what an RL agent interacts

with. An environment consists of a complete set of data points, rewards for the data

points, and transition dynamics among states. It can be physical renderings as com-

puter games’ images or abstract settings such as a document collection. When ran-

domizing an environment, primarily used in RL, these data augmentation methods

are called “domain randomization”[165]. Domain randomization aims to alter parts

of an environment and yield different results when the agent interacts with it. For

instance, [131] randomized physical settings, including the height of the table and the

mass of the puck, to train a robot arm to fetch things. [148] learned a stochastic world

model and sampled environment dynamics from the learned model. My work belongs

to this category, where I sample topical segments to generate random documents and

form a random corpus with labels reused.

Randomizing goals: Goals in RL can also be randomized by putting down

different imaginary goals at the terminal states [6, 122]. This helps with the situation

when rewards only appear at the end. These methods train an RL agent with self-

generated goals to obtain general-purpose skills. One challenge is that these goals

may not be plausible from a given initial state [122].

Randomizing data points: Randomization-based augmentation can be used to

randomize all or a subset of data. It has been applied to augment the text, images,

and other data modalities. For instance, [172] used synonym replacement and random

word swap to augment data in text classification. [136] found these text randomization

operations could help deal with the data imbalance problem in hate speech detection.

[48] proposed a soft augmentation method that replaced the embedding of a word

with another artificial embedding aggregated from a group of semantically similar
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words. [87] augmented images by cropping or color jittering the original images. [98]

created a sequence of “fake” data points by reflectional symmetry. These methods can

generate new data points as many as needed from one or more existing data points.

Clustering-Based Data Augmentation: Besides generating data by stochastic

processes, approaches also augment old data with new data based on how close they

are [25, 179]. Clustering-based augmentation has been proposed in unsupervised and

semi-supervised settings. They maximize the label agreement between augments gen-

erated from the same old data and minimize the agreement among all others. [25]

showed improvements over the quality of representations learned from the augmented

data.

Active Data Augmentation: Data augmentation can also be guided. These

methods “actively" select which data points or where in the parameter space to aug-

ment with. [35] proposed AutoAugment, which searched for the best image augmenta-

tion operation, such as rotation or shearing, and applied them for augmentation. [42]

targeted misclassified data points and generated their counter-examples as new data

to add. Approaches also used Generative adversarial networks (GANs) to guide the

augmentation for image datasets [42, 54] and dialogue systems [93]. However, training

GANs itself is data-hungry and sample inefficient. Although these more sophisticated

methods have a clearer idea of what data should be generated, they lack the efficiency

to support a large number of randomization that the interactive search agent needs

for its training. On the contrary, the Mix-and-Match and Paraphrase method I use

in this dissertation is an efficient method for textual domain randomization.
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2.5 Diversifying Human-Agent Interactions

Increasing interaction diversity is a long-lasting research interest. In dialogue gener-

ation, diversity is desired to avoid dull responses. In simulator construction and RL,

diversity is desired for training robust agents. Although the uses are slightly different,

ideas to improve diversification can be universal.

Dialogue diversity can be improved via enforcing diversity objective functions

(such as maximize mutual information) in neural models [8, 92], perturbing language

rules [124] or environment parameters [141, 165], randomizing trajectory synthesis [6,

103], selecting more diverse data contributors [152], and sampling trajectories from a

diverse set of environments [28, 73]. For instance, Campagna et al. augmented dialogue

data using domain-independent transition rules and domain-specific ontology [20].

Niu and Bansal synthesized more diverse dialogue trajectories by choosing semantic-

preserving language perturbations via RL [124].

In model-free DRL, diversification can be achieved by domain randomization [141,

165] or hindsight experience replay [6, 103], without modeling the dynamics of the

environment.

In model-based DRL, diversification is done by altering the learned environ-

ment/user model; which are the closest to my work. For instance, Chua et al. proposed

probabilistic ensemble trajectory sampling (PETS) [28], which learns an ensemble of

environment models and uses them for planning. The follow-up work [73] extended

PETS with policy learning. Janner et al. [73] concerned noise added by new trajec-

tories generated by the derived environments. They proposed that the generation of

new trajectories from the derived models should start from a beginning state shared

with the original environment. These methods are mainly developed for robotics and

work in continuous action space.
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In Chapter 6, I propose to obtain mixed training trajectories by branching from the

original trajectory generated by the expert simulator and extending with new trajec-

tories by the derived simulators. Different from [73], the proposed method is designed

for dialogue agents’ discrete action space. In my method, each training trajectory has

an overlap much larger than [73] has with the expert trajectory. This allows me to

obtain smoother transition distributions to facilitate discrete action space better. In

addition, my method can parameterize the intensity to branch out, so that the level

of diversification can be controlled and adjusted.

2.6 Evaluation

Different from ad-hoc retrieval where a single query is asked and a single ranked list of

documents is returned for that query, dynamic search involves multiple ranked lists of

documents generated from multiple runs of retrievals. To the best of my knowledge,

the following metrics have been proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of dynamic

search results. They are Session-based DCG (sDCG) [75], Cube Test (CT) [104] and

Expected Utility (EU) [185].

Relevance is a critical element in IR evaluation. sDCG [75] is a dynamic search

evaluation metric mainly about relevance. It extends the Discounted Cumulative Gain

(DCG) [74]. Besides being discounted based on ranking position in the same list,

documents ranked at a later iteration also get discounted because they are assumed

less likely to be read. In this metric, discounted relevance is the main factor being

considered.

Novelty of documents is another important factor in IR evaluation. IR systems

that return more novel results should be rewarded more. Metrics use nuggets (in EU

[185]), subtopics (in CT [104]), or intents to refer to the similar idea of “aspects"
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that compose into a complete search topic for a session. If a document is related

to a nugget/subtopic that is previously found, then its relevance score should be

discounted.

Recent research has shown that another dimension, the effort spent by the user,

should also be incorporated into IR evaluation[188].

Metrics measure the user effort include CT [104], EU [185] and Time-bias gain

[151]. The first two are interactive search evaluation metrics. CT represents the effort

as the time spent reviewing the documents. EU represents it as the total lengths

of documents having been read. Time-bias gain calculates the expected time spent

reading the documents.

Many dynamic search metrics assumes that the user will read all the document

returned in every iteration from the beginning to the end. However, it is probably

not true. Users may choose to stop early or read the documents in a different order.

Kanoulas et al. addressed this problem by incorporating the user’s reviewing paths

into IR evaluation [78]. EU [185] also takes the reviewing path into consideration.

Since users may not read all the documents, the utility of the search session may

differ for different users. EU uses a uniformly distributed user model to calculate the

final scores.
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Chapter 3

Neural Representation for Information Retrieval

As the most basic building block for interactive systems, building the representation

for the items in the knowledge repository has been one of the focuses of both AI and

IR community. A good representation helps the system effectively identify the items

of the user’s interests. In the context of interactive search, the knowledge repository

is a text corpus composed of documents. Building the representation of documents is

a long-standing goal for the IR community.

Neural networks, especially convolutional neural networks (CNN) [85], have shown

their efficacy in extracting visual features from raw images. Inspired by that, I inves-

tigate whether visualized relevance signals can help the neural network better detect

document relevance.

One of the early text visualization tools that fit this purpose is TileBars. It first

segments a document into an array of text blocks based on topical changes. Then

it builds an interaction matrix showing the number of matches per segment and per

query term. Figure 3.1 illustrates four TileBars visualizations for the query ‘California

franchise tax board’. The top two documents are relevant, and the bottom two are

irrelevant. Word-to-segment matching is effective in producing explainable relevance

patterns. In this work, I construct the basic representation based on topical segmen-

tation of documents and measure the relevance in multiple angles. In addition, I go

beyond TileBars and include the hierarchical patterns in this work. I utilize a bag

of CNNs, each of which uses kernels of various sizes, to model the topical structure
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Figure 3.1: Word-to-segment Matching v.s. Word-to-word Matching

Notes: Query terms are aligned vertically and documents words/segments are aligned
horizontally. The top two documents are relevant and the bottom two are irrelevant
for TREC 2011 Web Track query 116 “California franchise tax board”.

at different granularity levels. Practically, the proposed model provides a hierarchical

matching for a query document pair. A relevance pattern could appear at any gran-

ularity in the hierarchy, and my model aims to capture it at any level.

The proposed representation goes beyond ad-hoc retrieval. Exploiting the topical

structure within the documents also helps build a compact representation of a text

corpus. Such a global representation presents the complete picture of the task and is

helpful for interactive systems.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the representation for a

single document. Section 3.2 presents the global representation on a document corpus

for interactive search task. Section 3.3 describes the neural network architecture I use

for ad-hoc retrieval task. Section 3.4 reports the experiment results on ad-hoc retrieval

tasks.
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3.1 Visualizing Text Matches at the Segment Level

The construction of TileBars includes three parts: segmentation, dimension stan-

dardization and coloring. The segmentation is done by TextTiling. I then prepare the

interaction matrix into fixed dimensions and ‘color’ each cell.

3.1.1 Segmentation by TextTiling

TextTiling is a query-independent segmentation algorithm. It assumes that each docu-

ment is composed of a linear sequence of segments, each of which represents a coherent

topic. TextTiling inputs a document and outputs a list of topical segments. Figure 3.2

shows an excerpt from a long document that is used as a walking example to illus-

trate the algorithm. The algorithm takes three steps: Token Sequence Generation,

Similarity Computation, and Boundary Determination.

1. Token Sequence Generation: I start with splitting a document into token

sequences. A token sequence is like a pseudo-sentence, which contains a fixed

number of words. After removing the stopwords, every α (set to 20 as recom-

mended by Hearst [60]) words are grouped into a token sequence.1 These non-

overlapping token sequences are the basic units to form a segment. In Figure

3.2, each line is a token sequence, denoted as Ti, with i indexes the sequences

starting from 1.

2. Similarity Computation: Once obtaining the token sequences, the topical

boundaries would be determined based on the similarity between the sequences

as well as its contexts. The context for a token sequence is a sliding window of
1In my implementation, to preserve the natural paragraph boundaries, rarely some token

sequences are permitted to have sizes slightly different from 20.
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size β. β is set to 6 as recommended by Hearst [60]. The similarity for two neigh-

boring sequences is calculated over the two windows to which they each belong.

Formally, given n token sequences, T1, T2..., Ti, ..., Tn, the similarity between Ti

and Ti+1 is calculated as the cosine similarity of term counts (tf) in the two

windows [Ti−β+1, ..., Ti] and [Ti+1, ..., Ti+β]:

sim(i, i+ 1) =∑
wj
tf
(
wj, [Ti−β+1, ..., Ti]

)
· tf
(
wj, [Ti+1, ..., Ti+β]

)√(∑
wj
tf
(
wj, [Ti−β+1, ..., Ti]

)2) · (∑wj
tf
(
wj, [Ti+1, ..., Ti+β]

)2) (3.1)

where wj is the jth word in the vocabulary, tf
(
wj, [Ti−β+1, ..., Ti]

)
is the

term frequency of wj in a window holding sequences Ti−β+1, ..., up to Ti, and

tf
(
wj, [Ti+1, ..., Ti+β]

)
is the term frequency of wj in a window holding Ti+1, ...,

up to Ti+β.

Figure 3.2 illustrates an example to compute sim(4, 5) with β = 3. The sim-

ilarity between token sequences T4 and T5 is computed based on the window

upto and including T4, i.e. [T2, T3, T4], and the window after T4, i.e. [T5, T6, T7].

I can obtain a similarity score for every neighboring pairs of token sequences.

3. Boundary Determination: The previous steps result in a series of similarity

scores, each of which is created for a pair of token sequences.

When plotting the similarity scores, one can observe “peaks” and “valleys" in

this curve. When there is a dramatic drop in the curve, then a possible topic

change happens. A depth score is computed for each neighboring pairs of token

sequences. It is defined as the sum of the absolute differences to its closest

neighboring “peaks”. The depth score between Ti and Ti+1 is

depth(i, i+ 1) =| sim(LeftPeak(i, i+ 1))− sim(i, i+ 1) |

+ | sim(RightPeak(i, i+ 1))− sim(i, i+ 1) |
(3.2)
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Figure 3.2: An Example of TextTiling Segmentation

Notes: α = 20, β = 3, stopwords are kept to preserve readability.

where LeftPeak computes the position of the closest “peak” on the left side

and RightPeak computes that on the right side. Boundaries are discovered at

positions where the depth score is greater than µ − σ/2, where µ is the mean

depth in the document and σ is the standard deviation. The threshold adjusts

to different documents.

In Figure 3.2, a boundary is found between T5 and T6. Two topical segments B1

(containing T1, T2, ...) and B2 (containing T6, T7, T8 and the rest) are generated

for the document. When examining the actual content of these segments, I

find that the two segments represent distinct topics: one is the overview of an

investigation and another is about the jury’s opinion.

TextTiling was a pioneering work in the 1990s for text segmentation. Unlike

segmentation by a fixed passage length or by natural paragraphs, TextTiling’s seg-
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ments are based on term distributions and are expected to be topic-coherent. More

sophisticated text segmentation methods have been proposed since. Examples include

probabilistic models that use language modeling and language cues [11], clustering-

based algorithms [79], topic modeling [116], and the recently proposed deep learning

methods [7]. Compared with TextTiling, most successor approaches still hold the

assumption that topics are laid sequentially in a document. Without loss of generality,

I use TextTiling for its simplicity and effectiveness and focus on how a segment-based

visualization can aid neural information retrieval.

3.1.2 Standardizing Dimensions

Each segment Bi would contain a different number of token sequences; and the total

number of segments in a document would also vary from document to document. Note

that this number is not only decided by the choices of token-sequence length (α) and

window size (β) but also determined by the content of a document. In my experiments,

there are documents consisting only of a title, which yield only one segment; whereas

other longer documents split into hundreds of segments. As a result, for different query

and document pairs, the dimensions of their TileBars visualizations vary. However, a

neural network requires all its input vectors to be of equal size. Therefore a mechanism

is needed to standardize the TileBars visualizations.

Suppose the original dimension of an image is x× y, where x is the query length

and y is the number of segments. The task is to resize all visualizations to a chosen

dimension nq × nb.

Generally speaking, for visualizations with fewer than nq query terms or nb seg-

ments, I pad the grid with empty cells. This is equivalent to the zero padding technique
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widely used in computer vision [155]. For query q, its ith word wi is transformed into

w′i =

 wi i ≤ x;

〈empty word〉 x < i ≤ nq,
(3.3)

where x is the length of original query and nq is the length of the transformed query

and set to the maximum query length in the query collection.

Similarly to the query dimension, if y ≤ nb, i.e. the original document is relatively

short, then, zero padding is done and each segment is transformed by:

B′i =

 Bi i ≤ y;

〈empty segment〉 y < i ≤ nb,
(3.4)

where B′i is the segment after transformation and Bi is the original segment. y is the

original number of segments.

For documents with more than nb segments, I ‘squeeze’ the content after (and

including) the nbth segment into the nbth segment, which makes the nbth segment

the last in a document. This would preserve all the original content while only affect

“resolution” of the last segment. Thus, if y > nb, i.e., the original document is relatively

long, then

B′i =

 Bi i < nb;

concatenate(Bnb , Bnb+1, ...By) i = nb,
(3.5)

After resizing, the visualization dimensions are fixed as nq × nb for all query-

document pairs. From now on, I denote query words as w and segments as B after

the standardization for the sake of notation simplicity.

3.1.3 Coloring

The original TileBars dyes the grids based only term frequency. The darker the color,

the larger the intensity. In my work, I propose to incorporate multiple relevant fea-
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tures, similar to canonical colors in a color space, to “paint" the cells. Following the

convention in multimedia research, I call each relevance feature a channel.

In theory, features indicating query-document relevance that are effective in

existing learning-to-rank models can all be used here. However, to avoid interfering

with the neural network’s ability to select the best feature combinations, I propose

to only employ features that are independent of each other. It is similar to only use a

few scalar valued colors as the canonical colors in a color space, and leave the feature

aggregation to the network itself.

Three features are used in this work. They are all proven to be essential in ad-hoc

retrieval. They are term frequency, inverse document frequency, and word similarity

based on the distributional hypothesis [58]. The (i, j)th cell in the matching visual-

ization I for query w and segment Bj is ‘painted’ by:
tf(wi, Bj)

idf(wi)× IBj (wi)

maxt∈Bj e
−(vwi−vt)

2

 (3.6)

where wi is the ith query term, Bj is the jth text segment in a document, tf(wi, Bj)

is the term frequency of wi in Bj, and idf(wi) is the inverse document frequency of

wi. IBj (wi) is an indicator function to show whether wi is present in Bj. vt is the

embedded word vector of word t, which comes from a pre-trained word2vec model

[115]. I use Gaussian kernels as suggested by [127, 180]. The max operator is used to

select the most similar word.

3.1.4 Word-to-Segment Matching

I propose to build an interaction matrix by comparing a word and a topical segment.

Each segment presumably corresponds to a topic. Per word information within the
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same segment is absorbed into a single cell and the word-level matching is no longer

supported.

Using the proposed word-to-segment matching, I am able to produce relevance

signals at the topic level and focus on the presence of query terms in consecutive

topics. Matching queries to documents at the topic level, rather than at the word

level, is perhaps easier to detect the stronger relevance signals with a bigger chunk of

coherent text.

My design is especially beneficial for proximity queries within a large window

size. Most existing Neu-IR models would be sufficient for proximity queries within a

tight window, e.g. 2 or 3 words apart [71, 127]. However, when the required window

size is large, scanning a word-to-word matching with CNNs might miss the true

relevant. A word-to-segment matching, instead, could resolve this issue by merging

topically coherent words into a single segment and obtain a stronger relevance signal.

In addition, as demonstrated in Figure 3.1, segment-based matching would eliminate

high hits in spam passages thus avoid false positives.

3.1.5 Bagging with Different Kernel Sizes

TextTiling partitions a document into segments and the segments are laid out sequen-

tially without any further organization. However, topics in documents are often orga-

nized hierarchically. Segments form sections, and sections form chapters, etc. When

putting several topical segments together, they might actually form a super topic –

a topic that is at a higher level. It would thus be desirable if the topics and super

topics can be handled at different granularities so that their hierarchical nature can

be preserved.

Figure 3.3 shows the word-to-segment matching at different granularity levels. I

combine k adjacent non-overlapping topical segments to show the term distribution
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Figure 3.3: Word-to-segment Matching at Different Granularity Levels

Notes: Document enwp00-69-13554 for TREC 2011 Web Track query 116: California
franchise tax board

at at different levels. k is the CNN kernel size. The bigger k is, the larger the CNN

kernel, and the higher the topic level. It can be seen that each granularity level

provides different relevance patterns for the same document. A relevant pattern can

appear at any level. Looking at the relevance patterns at all levels would thus increase

the chances of finding the true relevant.

I thus propose to employ multiple CNNs [85] with various kernel sizes to detect

the relevance signals. Here I assume the kernel sizes vary from 1 to l, where l is the

maximum number of segments the CNNs can handle. Practically, my model provides

a hierarchical organization: token sequences are built from terms, segments (topics)

are built from token sequences, and super topics are built by grouping adjacent topics

with larger kernel sizes.
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3.2 Global Representations for Interactive Systems

I propose to compress an entire text corpus into a global low-dimensional representa-

tion and keep it at all time. The goal is to enable an interactive agent to always gain

access to the full state space. It is essential for an interactive agent agent because not

being able to reach documents in under-explored areas would mean not being able to

recover from early bad decisions.

I summarize the procedure of creating global representation into three steps. First,

each document is split into topic-coherent segments. The latest advances in Neu-IR

have demonstrated the effectiveness of using topical structures for Neu-IR [45, 161]. In

this work, I follow [161] for segmenting and standardizing documents. Each document

is split into a fixed B number of segments (B is empirically set to 20). Within each

segment, the content is expected to be topic-coherent since the segmentation is done

based on Tilebars. Tilebars [61] is a classical text visualisation work and has been

proven to be very effective in helping identify relevant documents by visualizing the

term matches.

Second, bag-of-Words (BoW) is used as the feature vector for a segment and is of a

size equal to the vocabulary’s size W . This dimension is usually quite high and could

easily reach millions in natural language tasks. Therefore, I compress each segment

into a much manageable lower-dimension n (n � W ). One challenge is that after

the compression the relevant and irrelevant documents would be crowed together

and difficult to be separated apart. To address this issue, I employ t-SNE [108] for

dimension reduction. The idea is based on Barnes-Hut approximation [9]. Assume the

high-dimensional input x∗ ∈ RW follows Gaussian distribution. The probability that

two random data points xi and xj are neighbors to each other is

p(xi, xj) =
exp(−||xi − xj||2/2σ2)∑
k 6=l exp(||xk − xl||2/2σ2)

(3.7)
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The algorithm then maps these data points in the high dimensional space to points

y∗ in a much lower dimensional space Rn.

Suppose xi and xj project into the lower dimension as yi and yj. The probability

that yi and yj are still neighboring to each other is

q(yi, yj) =
(1 + ||yi − yj||2)−1∑
k 6=l(1 + ||yk − yl||2)−1

(3.8)

To establish the mapping between x and y, the points’ KL divergence

Ltsne(y||x) =
∑
i

∑
j

p(xi, xj) log
p(xi, xj)

q(yi, yj)
(3.9)

is minimized. The solution to the new projection can be achieved step by step via

gradient descent.

Third, segments from all documents are stacked together to form a global repre-

sentation. The global representation is denoted by C and its dimensions are C×B×n.

Here C is the number of documents, B is the number of segments per document, and

n is the reduced feature dimension. In mywork, n is empirically set to 3. In this

global representation C, each row represents a document and each column represents

a segment at a certain position in the documents. Each row unfolds the segments

horizontally, with their original order in a document preserved. For generality, I make

no assumption about the stacking order of documents. The RL agent is expected

to complete the search task even when dealing with randomly ordered documents.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the global representation of a toy corpus.

This global representation constructs the states. The state at time t, st, has two

parts, C and the retrieval history of documents from time 1 to t− 1:

st = S(C,D1 ∪ D2 ∪ ...Di... ∪ Dt−1) (3.10)

where Di is the set of documents retrieved at time i.
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Figure 3.4: Global Representation of a Toy Corpus

Notes: Documents are segmented and standardized following [161]. Similar colors sug-
gest similar contents. Document 2 is darkened after being visited. Document 4 is cur-
rently selected by the RL agent and highlighted with white.

The already-retrieved documents are marked as visited. In the global represen-

tation, it is done by assigning a reserved value to those documents’ feature vectors.

When the ith document is visited, the feature vectors of all its segments, i.e. vi∗, are

changed to the reserved value. Such change explicitly shows past search history and

exploration status at the corpus level.

The experiments for the global representation will be presented in the Chapter 4.

3.3 DeepTileBars: Deep Learning with TileBars

I propose a novel deep neural network, DeepTileBars, to evaluate document relevance.

It consists of three layers of networks. It starts with detecting relevance signals with

a layer of CNNs, followed by a layer of Long Short Term Memories (LSTMs) [63] to

aggregate the signals. And then it decides the final relevance with a Multiple Layer
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Perceptron (MLP). Figure 3.5 illustrates the architecture of DeepTileBars. The input

to the network is an nq × nb interaction matrix.

3.3.1 The Network

Figure 3.5 illustrates the network architecture. In the first CNN layer, there are l

CNNs, [CNN1, CNN2, ..., CNNk, ..., CNNl]. Each CNN’s kernel size differs. For the

kth CNN, its kernel size is nq×k. When each CNN scans through the input visualiza-

tion, it produces a “tape”-like output. As k increases, the CNNs are able to capture

the relevance signals at k adjacent text segments. I call these k adjacent text segments

“k-segment”. The l number of CNNs produce l outputs. The output from the kth CNN

denotes the relevance detected from all k-segments in the document. The shape of

the kth output is not a square, but a thin tape with dimension 1× (nb − k + 1).

Note that Figure 3.3 is not the outputs of the CNNs. Instead, it shows the relevance

signals per query term when combining adjacent topical segments. The CNN outputs

are the third column of thin-tapes in Figure 3.5.

The CNN layer is denoted as z0. The computation of z0
k with kernel size k is

defined as

z0
k = CNNk(I) k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l (3.11)

More specifically,

z0
k[i] = act

|channels|∑
ch=1

nq−1∑
u=0

k−1∑
v=0

θ0
k,ch[u, v] ∗ I[u, i+ v, ch] + b0k

 (3.12)

where act is the ReLU activation function, ch is the channel index, θ is the kernel

coefficient, and b is the bias.

At the second LTSM layer, in order to minimize the loss of information, I use

the same l number of LSTMs to accumulate the relevance signals. The output of the

kth CNN is fed into the kth LSTM. An LSTM scans through its input step by step
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Figure 3.5: DeepTileBars Architecture

from the beginning to the end. The kth LSTM then outputs its evaluation of the entire

document at the granularity of k. For instances, the first LSTM, LSTM1, accumulates

relevance signals from all the 1-segments; the second LSTM, LSTM2, accumulates

those from all 2-segments. Thus, the LSTMs layer is able to output multiple relevance

estimations at different granularities.

When scanning at the tth timestep, where t = 1, 2, ..., nb − k + 1, the kth LSTM

works as the following:

fkt = σ(W k
f [z0

k[t], ht−1] + bkf )

ikt = σ(W k
i [z0

k[t], ht−1] + bki )

okt = σ(W k
o [z0

k[t], ht−1] + bko)

ckt = fkt ∗ ckt−1 + ikt ∗ tanh(W k
c [z0

k[t], h
k
t−1] + bkc )

hkt = okt ∗ tanh(ckt )

(3.13)

where σ() is the hard sigmoid activation function,fkt , ikt , and okt are the values of

the forget gate, input gate, and output gate. ckt is the state. W k
f ,W

k
i ,W

k
o ,W

k
c and
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bkf , b
k
i , b

k
o , b

k
c are the weights and biases for the corresponding gates, hkt is the output,

and [] is the concatenation operator. The computation of the second layer z1 is thus

z1
k = LSTMk(z

0
k) = hknb−k+1 k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l (3.14)

At the third layer of MLP, all outputs of LTSMs are concatenated together and

fed into the layer to generate the final relevance decision. The computation of the

third layer s is s = MLP ([z1
1 , ...z

1
l ]).

To summarize, the overall architecture (see Figure 3.5) of DeepTileBars is:

z0
k = CNNk(I) k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l (3.15)

z1
k = LSTMk(z

0
k) k = 1, 2, 3, ..., l (3.16)

s =MLP ([z1
1 , z

1
2 , ..., z

1
k, ..., z

1
l ]) (3.17)

I use a state-of-the-art Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer, Adam [81],

to optimize the network. I also adopt the L2 regularization (at the first layer) and

early stopping to avoid overfitting. The document ranking scores are obtained by a

pairwise ranking loss function as in RankNet [18]. It maximizes the difference between

the relevant documents and the irrelevant documents:

J(Θ) =
∑

(q,d+,d−)

− log
1

1 + e−(s(d+,Θ)−s(d−,Θ))
(3.18)

where s is neural network output (Eq. 3.17), Θ are the network parameters, and q,

d+, and d− are query, relevant document and irrelevant document, respectively.

3.4 Experiments

I evaluate DeepTileBars’ effectiveness on standard testbeds, including TREC Web

Tracks and LETOR 4.0. I compare the performance of DeepTileBars with both tra-

ditional IR approaches and the state-of-the-art Neu-IR models.
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3.4.1 Datasets and Metrics

I conduct experiments on the TREC 2010-2012 Web Track Ad-hoc tasks [31].2 There

are 50 queries each year. I combine the three years’ data as a single dataset because

the annotated data from any single year is not enough to train a deep model. In

total, there are 150 queries and 38,948 judged documents. my experiment is con-

ducted on ClueWeb09 Category B3, which contains more than 50 million English

webpages (231 Gigabytes in size). I implement a 10-fold cross-validation for fair eval-

uation. The official metrics used in TREC 2010-2012 Web Track ad-hoc tasks include

Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR)@20 [22], normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

(nDCG)@20 [74] and Precision (P)@20. ERR and nDCG handle graded relevance

judgments and Precision handles binary relevance judgements.

I also test my full model on the most recent MQ2008 dataset for LETOR 4.0.

LETOR 4.0 is a common benchmark used by Neu-IR models. LETOR MQ2008

contains 784 queries and 15,211 annotated documents. The official metrics used in

LETOR includes nDCG and Precision at different cutoff positions. I report results

on queries that have at least one relevant documents in the judgment set.

3.4.2 Baselines

• Traditional IR models: BM25 [139] and LM [193]. Both are highly effective IR

models.

• TREC Best Runs: TREC Best is not a single system. Instead, it is a combination

of best systems per year per metric, including the best systems in 2010 [41,

2TREC 2009 also had the Web Track. However, it used relevance scales and metrics quite
different from the other years. For fairness and consistency, my experiments exclude year
2009.

3http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/.
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43], 2011 [15] and 2012 [2]. They represent the best performance of TREC

submissions from 2010 to 2012.

• Neu-IR models: DRMM, MatchPyramid, DeepRank, HiNT, DUET.4

• Variations of the proposed model:DeepTileBars (nq×x) that uses a CNN with

a single kernel size nq × x; DeepTileBars (w2w, all kernels), which uses all

kernels with word-to-word matching; and DeepTileBars(w2s, all kernels),

my full model, using word-to-segment matching and all kernels.

• BERT [39]: I use the results reported by [107].

3.4.3 Parameter Settings

For the TextTiling algorithm, I set α to 20 and β to 6, as recommended by Hearst

[60]. For the query-document interaction matrix, the parameters are slight differences

between the two datasets. In TREC Web, nq = 5 and In LETOR nq = 9. nq is decided

by the longest query after removing stopwords. For both datasets, nb = 30. This is

because more than 90% documents in TREC Web and more than 80% documents in

LETOR contain no more than 30 segments.

For the DeepTileBars algorithm, I set l = 10 for both datasets. In TREC Web

Track dataset, the number of filters of CNN with same kernel size and the number of

units in each LSTM are both set to 3; while in LETOR, this number is set to 9. The

MLP contains two hidden layers, with 32 and 16 units for TREC Web, and 128 and

16 units for LETOR.

On the TREC Web dataset, I re-implement DRMM, MatchPyramid, DeepRank,

HiNT by following the configurations in their original papers. On LETOR, I include
4I did not run DUET on TREC Web Tracks because the dataset is too small to train a

very deep model like DUET that requires a large amount of training data.
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Table 3.1: DeepTileBars Results on TREC 2010-2012 Web Track Ad-hoc
Tasks

Run err@20 ndcg@20 p@20

TREC-Best 0.188 0.236 0.382
BM25 0.102 0.137 0.253
LM 0.118 0.166 0.297

DRMM 0.127 0.184 0.346
MatchPyramid 0.113 0.125 0.228

DeepRank 0.127 0.134 0.224
HiNT 0.157 0.205 0.322

DeepTileBars ( nq × 1) 0.140 0.207 0.368
DeepTileBars (nq × 3) 0.150 0.212 0.369
DeepTileBars (nq × 5) 0.146 0.211 0.371
DeepTileBars (nq × 7) 0.142 0.207 0.366
DeepTileBars (nq × 9) 0.147 0.213 0.372

DeepTileBars (w2w, all kernels) 0.110 0.123 0.248
DeepTileBars (w2s, all kernels) 0.168 0.229 0.384

the reported results in their publications in Table 3.2 without repeating the experi-

ments.

3.4.4 Results

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 report my experimental results for the TREC Web Tracks and the

LETOR MQ2008 datasets. Official metrics are reported here.

It can be found that in the TREC Web Track dataset, DRMM, HiNT and my

model DeepTileBars outperform traditional IR approaches. While other neural IR

approaches, MatchPyramid, DeepRank do not perform as well on certain metrics.

On the LETOR dataset, all the Neu-IR approaches achieve better performance than

traditional methods. It indicates that properly designed deep neural networks could
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Table 3.2: DeepTileBars Results on LETOR-MQ2008

Run p@5 p@10 ndcg@5 ndcg@10 Reported by

BM25 0.337 0.245 0.461 0.220 [133]
LM 0.323 0.236 0.441 0.206 [133]

DRMM 0.337 0.242 0.466 0.219 [128]
MatchPyramid 0.329 0.239 0.442 0.211 [128]

DeepRank 0.359 0.252 0.496 0.240 [128]
Duet 0.341 0.240 0.471 0.216 [45]
HiNT 0.367 0.255 0.501 0.244 [45]

DeepTileBars 0.427 0.320 0.553 0.256
BERT - 0.269 - 0.266 [107]

improve upon traditional approaches. I also notice that with different network archi-

tectures and different input formulations, the Neu-IR models achieve varied gains. It

would be worthwhile exploring which architecture is a better fit for ad-hoc retrieval.

It is exciting to see that my model, DeepTileBars, outperforms other state-of-

the-art neural IR systems in TREC Web Tracks and MQ2008. The gains come from

the topical segmentation of the texts and the bagging of multiple CNNs with dif-

ferent kernel sizes. Word-to-segment matching provides relevance signals at the topic

level. CNNs with different kernel sizes allow to evaluate document relevance at all

granularities.

To investigate how DeepTileBars works internally, I experiment with a few variants

of DeepTileBars with only one kernel. It can be found that adjusting the kernel size

can only bring marginal improvement while the combination of all kernels boosts the

retrieval performance.

When changing word-to-segment matching back to word-to-word matching, I

observe a huge performance decrease. This confirms my claim that word-to-word
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matching is less desirable than word-to-segment matching in terms of finding rele-

vance patterns.

However, DeepTileBars is still left behind by the TREC Best runs in some metrics.

Some TREC Best runs used sophisticated term weighting methods without any deep

learning [2, 41]. Others used shallow neural networks or linear regression but with

abundant feature engineering [15, 43]. I look forward to the day when Neu-IR could

catch up with the TREC best systems.

3.5 Chapter Summary

Inspired by the advancement of neural networks in vision tasks, where a stack of

neural network layers successfully extract visual features from raw pixels, I propose

to build document representations that are motivated by text visualization tools.

These visualization tools generate representations that greatly help human readers

to determine the relevancy of documents. This chapter investigates whether those

representations also help the neural network predict document relevance.

In the proposed framework, I first split a document into an array of the topically

coherent text segment. Then, I construct the query-document interaction matrix by

encoding the matching signals for every segment-query term pair. After that, I process

the interaction matrix with a bag of CNN kernels, each with a unique kernel size. Since

each segment is a topically coherent text block, CNN kernels essentially model the

hierarchical structure of topics at different granularity levels. Experiments on Ad-

hoc retrieval tasks show that the proposed representations effectively capture the

relevance signals and improve the relevance prediction.

The proposed representations also go beyond ad-hoc retrieval tasks. By stacking

the representation of each document, I build a global representation of all the can-
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didate documents in an interactive search task. Such global representation provides

an overview picture of the task and is beneficial to interactive systems. In the next

chapter, I will use the global representation to input the interactive system and inves-

tigate how it helps the system complete the task.
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Chapter 4

Corpus-Level End-to-End Exploration (CE3)

Many previous methods for interactive systems use off-the-shelf retrieval tools. While

convenient, it brings several drawbacks. First, the top retrieval results do not reflect

the full picture of the task. The system may fail to find highly relevant documents as it

does not have the essential information needed. Second, the system has to reformulate

a temporary query with handcrafted rules first then retrieve documents with functions

like BM25. However, neither the query reformulation nor the retrieval function is

differentiable. As a result, the system may not be able to control the retrieval results

directly.

In this chapter, using dynamic search (DS) as an illustrating example, I propose

a different solution to the retrieval-based interactive system. This solution is featured

with an overview picture of the search task and a differentiable retrieval function.

In the corpus-level end-to-end exploration algorithm (CE3), I compress a text

corpus into a single global representation at each time step and use it to support the

agent’s full exploration in the state and action spaces. In addition, I propose a novel

differentiable retrieval function that allows an RL agent to manipulate documents

directly. Experiments on the TREC 2017 DD Track demonstrate that my method

significantly outperforms previous DS approaches. It also shows that my method can

quickly adjust the search trajectories and recover from losses in early interactions.

Given the fundamental issues it addresses, CE3’s success can be extended to other

interactive AI systems if they access information using retrieval functions.
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4.1 Problem Formulation

Most RL-based DS approaches can be summarized by a general formulation. It takes

two steps. First, a new, temporary query is generated by the RL agent’s policy π:

q′ ← h(at, σ) (4.1)

where at = π(st,θt) is the action generated by policy π for state st at time t and π is

parameterized by θt. I call h the query reformulation function, which constructs the

new query q′ based on π and heuristics σ. Note that σ does not depend on t. h is a

non-differentiable function.

Second, the newly formulated query q′ is sent to

f(q′, di, φ) (4.2)

to obtain documents that are, hopefully, relevant to q′. I call f the retrieval function.

It is usually an existing retrieval method, such as BM25 or Language Modelling, which

is non-differentiable. f returns a score to quantify the relevance between q′ and (a

document) di. f is parameterized by φ, which is a variable of the retrieval method

and independent of t.

Overall, at each search iteration t, the RL agent assigns a ranking score to the ith

document di:

Scorei,t = f(h(π(st, θt), σ), di, φ) (4.3)

and then all documents are ranked and retrieved based on this scoring.

The first issue of this formulation is that the retrieval function f only finds the

top relevant documents for query q′. At any time, the agent is not aware of the global

picture of the state space. This is different from how an RL agent is treated in AI,

where the agent is always aware of the global status of the environment, e.g. AlphaGo
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knows the game board. This inadequate knowledge of the global picture hampers the

RL agent to make longer-term plans for better decision-making.

The second issue in this formulation is that neither h nor f is differentiable. This

prevents a gradient-based RL method from correctly updating its gradient. The RL

agent is thus unable to effectively adjust the retrieval results based on user feedback. In

addition, folding together multiple non-differentiable functions makes it very difficult

to diagnose an failed action, which could result from a bad policy π, a sloppy σ, or

an ineffective φ.

In this chapter, I first convert and compress a collection of documents into a

global representation. I also introduce a novel differentiable ranking function that

can be easily incorporated into a gradient-based RL method to perform interactive

search. More specifically, the state, action, and reward are defined as follows:

State: The state represents the current status of exploration and provides a full

picture of task completion. In the context of interactive search, I build a global repre-

sentation, a feedback interaction matrix, with method described in Section 3.2. That

is

st = S(C,D1 ∪ D2 ∪ ...Di... ∪ Dt−1) (4.4)

where Di is the set of documents retrieved at time i. This formulation is used both

in this chapter and Chapter 5.

In other interactive systems such as dialogue systems, the state can be constructed

in other ways to provide a full picture of tasks. In Chapter 6, the state of a dialogue

system consists of: 1) the task goal, 2) historical dialogue acts of both the agent and

the user, and 3) database querying results.

Actions: The system completes tasks by taking actions. In different types of

interactive systems, the actions can be different. In interactive search, the action is to

retrieve a set of documents. In this chapter, I introduce a novel differentiable retrieval
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Figure 4.1: CE3 Architecture

function that ensures the user feedback can directly change the retrieval process,

which is detailed in Section 4.3. In dialogue systems, the action is system utterances,

which are usually abstracted into dialogue acts. Section 6.1 details the definition of

dialogue acts.

Reward: Reward is the immediate feedback from the environment. In interactive

search, I define the reward as the relevance ratings of retrieved documents. The reward

can also be defined based on task completion, as in Chapter 6.

4.2 Algorithm Overview

The proposed framework is based on a state-of-the-art Monte Carlo policy-gradient

method, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [146]. The RL agent consists of two

networks, a value network and a policy network. Given the current state st, the policy

network outputs action aθt and the value network outputs state-value V (st). Both

networks are composed of a few layers of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
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ALGORITHM 1: CE3
Initialize θ;
for iteration = 1, 2, ... do

for t=1,2, ... , T do
read in the global representation st;
sample action aθt = π(st, θt);
for i=1,2, ... , C do

estimate a relevance score for document di: scorei,t = f(aθt , di) (Eq.
4.10)

end
rank the documents by score∗,t and return the top-ranked documents
Dt;

compute rt based on Eq. 4.11;
mark returned documents as visited, generate next state st+1;
Compute advantage Ât;

end
Optimize L(θ) (Eq. 4.5) w.r.t. θ;

end

and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). They share the same network structure but

use different parameter settings. Figure 4.1 illustrates the system architecture.

Algorithm 1 describes the proposed CE3 method. It starts by sampling actions

by the RL agent. The documents are then ranked by their estimated relevance scores

calculated based on the action vectors. The top-ranked ones are shown to the user. The

user then examines the documents and submits feedback, which is used to derive the

immediate reward rt. CE3 generates search trajectories by sampling actions based on

the current policy. Given enough trajectory samples, the following objective function

is optimized w.r.t. the network parameter θ:

L(θ) = Êt[LPolicyt (θ)− c1L
V alue
t (θ) + c2S[πθ](st)] (4.5)
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where c1 is the weight for the value network and c2 is the coefficient for the policy’s

entropy, which encourages the agent to explore all areas in the action space.

Learning of the value network is done by minimizing LV aluet . It is the mean squared

error between the estimated state value Vθ(st) and the targeted state value V targ
t in

the sampled trajectories at time t:

LV aluet (θ) = Êt[(Vθ(st)− V targ
t )2] (4.6)

Learning of the policy network is done by minimizing LPolicy. It is a pessimistic

bound of the effectiveness of the policy network at time t:

LPolicyt (θ) = Êt[min(ρt(θ)Ât, clip(ρt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât)] (4.7)

where Ât is the advantage function [154].

Certain actions may increase the return in extreme situations but may not work

in general. To avoid such situation, the algorithm adopts a surrogate clip function

and discards actions when their rates-to-change are larger than ε:

clip(ρt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât =

 min(ρt(θ), 1 + ε)At At > 0

max(ρt(θ), 1− ε)At At < 0
(4.8)

where ρt(θ) = πθ(at|st)
πθold (at|st) is the change rate of actions.

The algorithm employs stochastic gradient ascent (SGA) to optimize both the

policy network and the value network. The process continues until no better policy

is found.

This PPO-based method alone can be used in other applications. However, for

the reasons motivating this chapter, it should be used in combination with what I

will present next – corpus-level document representation and differentiable ranking

function.
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4.3 Differentiable Retrieval

It is crucial for an RL agent to employ a differentiable ranking function as its action so

that it can perform end-to-end retrieval. Unfortunately, most existing DS approaches

still use ranking functions that are non-differentiable.

The existing approaches’ formulation is shown in Eq. 4.3.

Scorei,t = f(h(π(st, θt), σ), di, φ)

It is clearly a non-differentiable function. This prevents the RL agent from directly

manipulating documents based on user feedback. I propose to omit query reformu-

lation h completely, including its heuristic σ. Since my RL agent would not use any

conventional retrieval model, their heuristic parameter φ is gone, too. The ranking

function then becomes:

scorei,t = f(π(st, θt), di) (4.9)

I then focus on making f differentiable. It is achieved by using a linear formulation

for f . In my formulation, f approximates a document di ’s relevance as a linear

function over the segments belonging to di:

scorei,t = f(aθt , di) =
B∑
j=1

yij · aθt (4.10)

where aθt = π(st, θt) is the action that is generated by policy π(st, θt) and yij is the

feature vector of the jth segment in di after compression. The action vector aθt can be

sampled by the RL agent at each time step. When it gets updated, the new action

aθt+1 allows the agent to retrieve and explore a different set of documents.

4.3.1 Reward Calculation

In TREC DD [183], the relevance ratings are provided by the simulated user. I define

the immediate reward as the accumulated relevance ratings (without discounting) for
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Table 4.1: An Example Search Topic of TREC DD

Topic (DD17-10) Leaning Towers of Pisa Repairs

Subtopic 1 (id: 321) Tourism impact of repairs/closing
Subtopic 2 (id: 319) Repairs and plans
Subtopic 3 (id: 320) Goals for future of the tower
Subtopic 4 (id: 318) Closing of tower

the retrieved documents. Duplicated results are excluded. The immediate reward is:

rt =
∑

di∈Dt\(D1∪D2∪...∪Dt−1)

rel(di) (4.11)

where rel(∗) is a rating given by the simulator. The rating can be a positive number

rel ∈ (0,+∞) for a relevant document (di ∈ R+), or 0 for an irrelevant document

(di ∈ R−). The larger the rating, the better the retrieved document.

4.4 Evaluation Platform

The DD Tracks held at TREC from 2015 to 2017 [183] are campaigns that evaluate

interactive systems. In the DD Tracks, human users are replaced with a simulator

1 to provide feedback to the interactive systems. The simulator’s feedback includes

ratings to documents returned by the agent and which passages in those documents

are relevant. It was created based on ground truth assessment done by third-party

human annotators. The simulated user enables cost-effective and real-time interaction

between the system and the user.
1https://github.com/trec-dd/trec-dd-jig
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4.4.1 Creating the Ground Truth

TREC DD created knowledge-intensive search topics. In 2017, search topics are cre-

ated from New York Times Annotated Corpus [143], which contains 1.8 million

archived newswires in 30 years. Each task consists of multiple hierarchically-organized

subtopics. The subtopics were not made available to the participating interactive sys-

tems. Instead of post-submission pooling, the Track spent a great deal of efforts in

obtaining a complete set of relevant passages before the evaluation started. These

answers were used to generate feedback by the simulator.

Table 4.1 shows an example search topic named “Leaning Towers of Pisa Repairs”

that includes 4 subtopics. Third-party assessors were asked to find documents relevant

to each subtopic as complete as possible. Assessors were required to highlight relevant

passages and rate each of them in a scale of 0-4, where 4 means key results and 0

means non-relevant. The relevance rating may serve as the reward.

The labels used in the DD simulator were very expensive to get. Each year, it

took 5 to 7 full manual weeks by 6 to 7 human annotators, totaling >1,500 human

hours. Despite the assessors’ best efforts in finding complete sets of answers, the

resulting dataset is still relatively small. The released dataset consists of 60 topics,

194 subtopics (3.23 per topic), 3,816 relevant documents (63.6 per topic), and 5479

relevant passages (91.32 per topic).

4.4.2 Interacting with the User Simulator

The simulated user is pre-loaded with ground truth data. It starts the search task

by issuing a query indicating the information need. After that, at each turn, the

system retrieves five documents and send them to the simulated user. The simulated

user then checks the ground truth and provides feedback regarding those documents.
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Figure 4.2: Evaluation Procedure of TREC DD Track

The system then retrieves another five documents and this loop continues. Feedback

from the simulated user includes the relevance rating and highlighted passages from

the ground truth. Figure 4.2 from [183] illustrates the interaction loop between the

system and the simulated user. A toy interaction history is shown in Table 4.2 where

the search topic is Leaning Towers of Pisa Repairs (id: DD17-10), which consists of

4 subtopics (id: 318-321).

Other forms of feedback, such as clicks, query reformulation, and dwell time, have

not been built into the DD simulator. No dependency among subtopics was built

into the simulator, although such dependency is common in task-based search. How-

ever, the current version of the DD Track has offered enough essentials in interactive

search, such as live interactions and repeatable experiments. While acknowledging its

limitations, I still choose this testbed for what it can offer and focus on developing

search algorithms.

The simulated user is easy to use. After simple setup, researchers can implement

their own algorithms and interact with the simulated user for unlimited times. The

responses from the simulated user remain constant over time, which makes the exper-

iments reproducible.
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Table 4.2: An Example Interaction History of TREC DD

Search DD17-10
User: Leaning Towers of Pisa Repairs
System: Return document 0290537
User: Non-relevant document.
System: Return document 0298897
User: Relevant on subtopic 320 with a rating of 2,

“No one doubts that it will collapse one
day unless preventive measures are taken.”

4.5 Experiments

I experiment on the TREC DD 2017 Track. The metrics and baselines used in eval-

uation are presented below.

Metrics: The evaluation in DS focuses on gaining relevant information throughout

the whole process. I adopt multiple metrics to evaluate the approaches from various

perspectives.

• Aspect recall [86] measures subtopic coverage:

AspectRecall =
# subtopics found

# subtopics in the topic.

• Precision measures the correctly retrieved documents over the retrieved docu-

ment set: Precision =
|(∪ni=1Di)∩R+|
|∪ni=1Di|

.

• Recall measures the ratio of correctly retrieved documents over the entire correct

set: Recall =
|(∪ni=1Di)∩R+|

|R+| .

• Normalized Session Discounted Cumulative Gain (nsDCG) evaluates the graded

relevance for a ranked document list, putting heavier weights on the early
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retrieved ones [75]: sDCG =
∑n

i=1

∑
dj∈Di rel(dj)

(
(1 + logb j)(1 + logbq i)

)−1,

and nsDCG = sDCG
ideal sDCG

.

Systems: I compare CE3 to the most recent DS systems. They were from the

TREC DD 2017 submissions. I pick the top submitted run from each team to best

represent their approach. The runs are:

• Galago [34]: This approach does not use any user feedback. Documents are

repeatedly retrieved with the same query Q at each iteration by Galago. Doc-

uments appeared in previous iterations are removed from current iteration.

• Deep Q-Network (DQN) [160]: A DQN-based algorithm that selects query refor-

mulation actions such as adding terms and removing terms and uses Galago to

retrieve the documents.

• Relevance Feedback (RF) [140] : The query Q is used to first retrieve an ini-

tial set of documents using Indri.2 Then the documents are re-ranked by their

similarity to the user feedback in all previous iterations. It is a variant of the

relevance feedback (RF) model [138].

• Results Diversification (DIV) [196]: This approach expands queries based on

previous user feedback. The documents retrieved with solr3 are then re-ranked

with the xQuAD result diversification algorithm [144].

• CE3: The proposed method in this chapter. For comparison, I also implement a

variant, CE3 (doc2vec), which uses doc2vec [88] to compress the feature vector

2https://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
3http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Figure 4.3: CE3 Results on TREC 2017 DD

Table 4.3: Percentage of Duplicated Documents in CE3

Time step t=1 t=2 t=3 t= 4 t=5 t=6 t=7 t=8 t=9 t=10

CE3 (doc2vec) 0.0% 11.7% 18.0% 30.0% 35.0% 34.3% 30.0% 25.0% 25.7% 25.0%
CE3 0.0% 3.0% 1.7% 1.0% 3.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.3% 3.0% 0.0%

for each segment. The embeddings are trained on more than 1.8 million docu-

ments. Other settings are identical between CE3 and CE3 (doc2vec).

4.5.1 Results

Figure 4.3 shows that CE3 outperforms all others in recall (Fig. 4.3c) and aspect recall

(Fig. 4.3d) at all times. It suggests that my RL agent is able to explore more areas

in the state and action spaces than the rest. While other algorithms also manage to

achieve a high aspect recall (> 0.9), they do not perform as well at recall. It shows

that although traditional diversification methods can find a few relevant documents

for each aspect, it is hard for them to continue the investigation on a visited aspect.

This indicates their less effective exploration. Instead, CE3’s ranking function enables
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end-to-end optimization, which allows the agent to effectively explore at all different

directions in the state and action spaces. It thus works very well on recall-oriented

measures.

CE3 performs very impressive in precision (Fig. 4.3b), too. As the search episode

develops, all other approaches show declined precision; however, CE3 stays strong in

precision at all iterations. It is because other methods could not easily recover from

early mistakes while CE3’s global representation allows it to explore elsewhere for ne

opportunities when a bad decision happens.

Moreover, even not specifically designed for rank-sensitive metrics, CE3 performs

very well on nsDCG, too. Results (Fig. 4.3a) reveal that at the beginning CE3 does not

score as high as other methods; however, at the end of the episode, CE3 largely out-

performs the rest. The initial successes of other methods are caused by that they are

well-tuned to be ranking-sensitive, which is what existing retrieval functions address.

However, they seem not to be able to adapt well when the number of interactions

increases.

In addition, it comes to my attention that CE3 (doc2vec) is left far behind by CE3.

The two approaches only differ in their choices to dimension reduction. In a follow-

up investigation, I discover that CE3 retrieves much less duplicated documents than

CE3 (doc2vec) does. Table 4.3 reports |Dt∩(D1∪D2∪...∪Dt−1)|
|Dt| , the percentage of duplicate

documents being retrieved, for the two CE3 variants. The discrepancy is due to how

they compress the feature vectors in a segment. Doc2vec makes no assumption about

the data distribution after compression. Vectors trained by doc2vec are probably

crowded together and yield more duplicated results. On the contrary, t-SNE helps CE3

separate relevant documents from irrelevant documents, which makes it contribution

to CE’s success.
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of CE3 Exploration (Topic DD17-3)

Notes: White bars mark documents selected by the agent. Successful retrieval means
more white in the top half.

4.5.2 Visualizing the Exploration

I am interested in observing the dynamics during a DS process. Figure 4.4 illustrates

the first 8 steps for a search task with 3 subtopics. Based on the ground truth, I arrange

the relevant documents at the top and irrelevant documents at the bottom. Among

the relevant documents, those belong to the same subtopic are grouped together

and placed in the order of subtopics 1 to 3. The turquoise dotted lines are added

to highlight where each subtopic’s are. The white color does not indicate relevance

but show the visitations. It highlights which documents the agent returns at time t.

A thicker white bar indicates more selected documents in the same subtopic. In the

case a selected document is relevant to multiple subtopics, it is highlighted in multiple

places. The effectiveness of the DS agent is jointly told by the white highlights and

their positions: successful retrieval means more white in the top half of this picture.
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I observe that at t = 4, the DS agent explores at subtopics 1 and 2; while at t = 7,

it changes to subtopics 1 and 3. At the 5th iteration, the agent seems to enter into

a wrong path since the visualization shows that its current selection is in the lower

irrelevant portion. However, the agent quickly corrects its actions and improves at

t = 7 and t = 8. It confirms that CE3 is able to recover from bad actions.

4.6 Chapter Summary

Many previous methods use off-the-shelf retrieval tools to implement the actions and

retrieves documents. However, such usage comes with several drawbacks. The first

issue is that those retrieval tools are optimized for precision over top ranks. The triage

of lower-ranked documents may make the system unable to have a global picture of

the search task. The second issue is about the non-differentiability of the retrieval

tools. Usually, the system reformulates a temporary query then retrieves documents

using BM25 or language modeling. Neither the query reformulation nor the retrieval

function is differentiable. As a consequence, the system is unable to update its policy

gradient based on user feedback directly.

In this chapter, I propose to formulate the task in another way. I present the system

with a global representation of text corpus, which provides the system with essential

information for decision making. I also propose a differentiable retrieval function

that directly updates the system policy and controls the retrieval process. These

two features help the system effectively explore the documents and retrieve relevant

information. It also enables the system to recover from wrong search trajectories

quickly.

While the proposed work achieves good performance, some problems for interac-

tive systems remain unsolved. The text environment, i.e., text corpus, may change
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over time. After deployment, the system may encounter documents that it has never

processed in the training time. It is vital to improving the generalizability of the

interactive system towards different documents. Apart from the documents, users in

real life may also show behavior that differs from the simulated user. The interactive

system should also be able to adapt to different interaction trajectories. In Chapter

5 and Chapter 6, I will investigate how to improve the system’s generalizability for

different documents and different interaction trajectories.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Domain Randomization

One way to improve the system’s generalizability is to train the system on diverse

environments. Due to the availability of labeled data, synthesizing fake documents by

automated text generation has been explored [24, 47]. This idea is along the line of

domain randomization [165], which is mainly used for improving environment diver-

sity for RL without actually labeling more data. In the text search, domain random-

ization can be achieved by mix-and-match [24] and paraphrasing [47]. From original

documents in a corpus, these methods can generate as many synthetic documents as

needed. However, some fake documents may mislead the agent to policies that deviate

too far from the original one and cause catastrophic forgetting [82]. Catastrophic for-

getting is an undesirable situation in RL. When the agent attempts to skew its policy

to adapt to a different environment, it results in the dropping performance in a previ-

ously learned environment. This issue can be amplified with synthesized environments

because more variations are introduced to the learning process.

This dissertation explores two ways to improve the system’s generalizability while

avoiding errors in synthetic environments. One is on the system side, where the policy

is selectively updated on different environments. The other is on the environment side,

where I use synthetic environments to generate high-quality and diverse interaction

trajectories. This chapter focuses on the first approach, while Chapter 6 details the

second approach.
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Table 5.1: Example Interaction Trajectories in TREC DD

Interaction w/o Domain Random-
ization

Interaction w/ Domain Random-
ization

User: Solar Panel for U.S. homes.
System: Return document 2, "
... Zebra mussels have entered the
Hudson ..."
User: Non-relevant document.
System: Return document 4, "...
Play Station 2 is set to heavily out-
sell the Xbox ..."
User: Non-relevant document.
System: Return document 1, "...
Solar energy is a great, environ-
mentally friendly way for home-
owners to cut their electric bills
..."
User: Relevant to subtopic 1 with
a rating of 2.

User: Solar Panel for U.S. homes.
System: Return document 1’, "...
Using solar electric panels on their
rooftops, these homeowners are
adding systems that enable them to
decrease their electric bills ..."
User: Relevant to subtopic 1 with
a rating of 2.
System: Return document 3’, "...
Sales of Solar energy devices for
the home are rising after a decade
..."
User: Relevant to subtopic 3 with
a rating of 4.

Failure: the system went through
several unsuccessful trials and only
retrieved one relevant document.

Success: the system retrieved more
relevant documents w.r.t. multiple
subtopics.

Notes: The examples are from topic DD17-52 (solar panel for U.S. homes), which
includes four subtopics: 1) solar power financial benefits disputed, 2) homeowners
install more solar power, 3) demand for solar power leads to issues, 4) environmental,
financial benefits of home solar power.

This chapter proposes a novel adaptive domain randomization method, Adaptive

PPO (APPO), for DRL-supported interactive search systems. APPO uses different

step sizes when updating the policy on different environments. I propose an adaptive

clip bound to limit the policy change within a small range and stabilize the policy

learning. This adaptive clip bound is decided by the similarity between the synthe-

sized environment and the original environment. When the synthesized environment
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shows high similarity with the original one, APPO deems it a “safe place” and uses a

larger clipping bound to promote exploration. On the contrary, when the synthesized

environment largely deviates from the original one, APPO takes a more conservative

step and sets a smaller clip bound to avoid possible failures.

I conduct experiments on the TREC DD Track. Table 5.1 shows an example inter-

action history on a topic by two different DRL algorithms. One is trained with domain

randomization; the other is not. The DRL agent trained with domain randomization

goes through fewer trials and can locate relevant documents in new environments.

I use APPO in combination with different text generation methods. The results

show that APPO can significantly outperform state-of-the-art interactive search sys-

tems. The agents generalize well and can well handle unseen environments during

testing.

To summarize, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• A novel domain randomization method for using DRL in information retrieval

(IR) that can produce enough and diverse training data;

• A new adaptive DRL algorithm that enhances state-of-the-art gradient-based

DRL to handle randomized textual domains;

• Efficient methods that synthesize text in real-time for DRL training.

5.1 Adaptive Policy Learning

This section presents a domain randomization-enhanced DRL method for interactive

search agents. The definitions of state, action, and reward is the same as in Chapter

4. Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the proposed system. In the figure, dark circled

numbers indicate the operational order. The method takes many trials for the DRL

agent to learn. Within one domain randomization trial m,
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Figure 5.1: APPO System Architecture

1. The system first generates synthetic documents from original corpus C and

forms a synthetic corpus Cm.

2. The environment discrepancy between the new and original environments are

measured and used to calculate an adaptive clip bound εm for APPO.

3. The new environments are generated and randomized by text generation.

4. The new environment gives information about the current state st+1 and reward

rt.

5. Based on the state and reward, the APPO agent selects an action.

6. The action is used to retrieve a list of documents. The environment (Cm) then

moves to the next state st+1. The training on Cm continues for T steps before

it moves to the (m+ 1)th randomized environment.
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APPO keeps updating the policy in all the randomized environments. This process

repeats M times, each time a synthetic environment is independently generated.

In the following, I introduce the details of APPO’s policy learning, adaptive clip-

ping function, and text generation. The overall algorithm will be presented last.

5.1.1 Adaptive Proximal Policy Optimization

The proposed algorithm, Adaptive PPO (APPO), is a new domain randomization

algorithm that extends PPO [146], a state-of-the-art gradient-based model-free DRL

method. The original PPO algorithm adopts an actor-critic setup that consists of

a policy network and a value network. It learns by alternating between sampling

trajectory data and optimizing a surrogate objective function. The surrogate function

provides a constraint to the advantage function and practically discards policies that

change too fast.

With domain randomization, catastrophic forgetting can become quite severe by

drastic changes between different environments. The original PPO only handles a

single environment and does not take into account this new information. APPO pro-

poses an adaptive clipping function, which uses a dynamically defined bound εm

depending on the degree of differences of synthesized environments. The purpose is

to control the maximum-allowed derivations from policy to policy. Particularly, I put

stricter restrictions on environments that differ more from the original environment,

while looser restrictions on environments that differ less.

In APPO, learning of the policy network is done by maximizing the following

objective function:

LPolicyεm,t (θ) = Êt[min(ρt(θ)Ât, clip(ρt(θ), 1− εm, 1 + εm)Ât)] (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Parameter for Adaptive Clipping in APPO

where the clip() function is used to constrain the policy change ratio ρt(θ) = πθ(at|st)
πθold (at|st)

within an interval [1− εm, 1 + εm]:

clip(ρt(θ), 1− εm, 1 + εm)Ât =

 min(ρt(θ), 1 + εm)Ât Ât > 0;

max(ρt(θ), 1− εm)Ât Ât < 0,
(5.2)

While the original PPO uses a fixed range (εm) for the clipping function, my method

uses a dynamically-set adaptive bound for clipping:

εm = αu−‖S(C)−S(Cm)‖2 (5.3)

where α is the learning rate and u > 1 is a parameter that controls the steepness of the

adaptive bound function. This adaptive bound is changing based on environmental

differences. It sets the maximum-allowed deviations for themth synthetic environment

based on its Euclidean distance to the original corpus in the embedding space: ‖S(C)−

S(Cm)‖2. With ρt drifting away from 1, a policy with new parameter θ deviates

further from the old parameter. With ρt staying closer to 1, the policy updates more

conservatively.
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Figure 5.2 plots the curves of the bound εm with different u. The bound εm

decreases exponentially with the environmental differences enlarge—the more dif-

ferent the environment, the tighter the bound.

APPO is also an actor-critic DRL method. Its critic is a value network that esti-

mates the value of its states based on current policy. To train the value network, I

first sample trajectories based on current policy. After each sampling, the sampled

trajectory data is used to produce target state values. I then learn the value function

by minimizing the mean squared error between the estimated state value V̂θ(st) and

the target state value V targ
t obtained from the sampled trajectories:

LV aluet (θ) = Êt[(V̂θ(st)− V targ
t )2] (5.4)

The value network finds the best network parameters θ and is then used to output

(predict) the state-value V (st), which is used to calculate the advantage for the current

policy Ât.

Both the policy and value networks use a few layers of Convolutional Neural

Networks (CNNs) [85] and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). Both networks share the

same network structure but use different parameter settings. Given enough trajectory

samples, my actor-critic-style framework finds the best network parameter θ that

maximizes:

Lεm(θ) = Êt[LPolicyεm,t (θ)− cLV aluet (θ)] (5.5)

where c is a coefficient for the value network (set to 0.3 as suggested by Schulman

et al. [146]). The networks’ optimization is done by stochastic gradient ascent.

5.1.2 Text Environment Generation

I integrate APPO with different text environment generation methods. I aim to create

sufficient and diverse training experiences for the agents. The original text corpus has
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ALGORITHM 2: Mix-and-Match [24]
Function Mix-and-Match(C, η):

Input: Original environment C, Randomization parameter η
Output: Synthetic corpus C ′
for di ∈ C do

Sample N ∼ U(0, η) Sample N segments p1, p2, p3, . . . , pN from
non-relevant segment pool P

Generate synthetic document d′i by substituting non-relevant segments
in di with p1, ..., pN

end
Construct synthetic environment C ′ with d′1, d′2, ... and labels
l′1 = ll, l

′
2 = l2, ...

return C ′

a limited amount of labeled relevant documents. They cannot satisfy the agent’s

learning needs so that the resulting agents do not generalize well and perform very

poorly in test environments. In this work, I experiment with two commonly-used text

generation methods, mix-and-match [24] and paraphrase [47], to increase the quantity

and diversity of training data. Both methods synthesize fake documents and assign

pseudo labels to the new documents to form new environments.

Pre-processing

The original text corpus is processed first to prepare for the text generation methods.

With a linear scan through the documents, I use the TextTiling algorithm [60] to

detect topical boundaries to obtain topical segments within each document. A segment

boundary is determined when the term vectors of neighboring sentences are largely

different. Text within the boundary is considered one segment. To standardize input

dimensions for the neural networks, I split each document into a fixed B number of

segments (B is set to 20 as in [162]).
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The topical segmentation step has several benefits for the remaining procedure.

For the mix-and-match method, topical segmentation ensures I mingle meaningful,

not random, text blocks. For the paraphrasing method, I can feed topical segments

instead of a whole document into the natural language generation (NLG) model.

Passages, whose lengths are much shorter than a whole document, would reduce the

search space of possible word sequences and generate synthetic data more efficiently.

In addition, I can paraphrase multiple segments in parallel to accelerate the generation

speed further.

Text Generation by Mix-and-Match

Mix-and-Match [24] is a text generation method specifically designed for text search.

The idea is to merge the relevant segments from existing relevant documents with a

random number of irrelevant segments collected in the corpus.

I first construct two pools of text segments from the original corpus. The first

pool R contains relevant segments, which are extracted from relevant documents.

The second pool P consists of non-relevant segments collected from non-relevant

documents.

Algorithm 2 details the mix-and-match method. For any relevant document di,

I sample irrelevant segments p1, p2, ..., pN from P , where N ∼ U(0, η). The hyper-

parameter η controls a document’s maximum level of being “fake”. The sampled irrel-

evant segments p1, p2, ..., pN are then mixed-and-matched with the relevant segments

in di, generating a new synthetic document d′i. In the process, relevant segments

remain unchanged to ensure d′i still satisfies the information need and stays relevant.

Note for the same original document di, I can sample and generate different new

documents d′i, d′′i , d′′′i , .... These different samples can form different environments

and improve diversity in the dataset. The randomization process repeats for every
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ALGORITHM 3: Paraphrase [47]
Function Paraphrase(C, η):

Input: Original environment C, Randomization parameter η
Output: Synthetic corpus C ′
for di ∈ C do

for pj ∈ di do
Split pj into sentences sen1, sen2, . . . , senk, . . . , senMj

for senk ∈ pj do
sen′k = paraphrase(senk, 1− η)

end
Concatenate sen′1, sen′2, . . . , sen′k, . . . , sen′Mj

to obtain p′j
end
Concatenate p′1, p′2, . . . , p′j, . . . , p′B to obtain d′i

end
Construct synthetic environment C ′ with d′1, d′2, ... and labels
l′1 = ll, l

′
2 = l2, ...

return C ′

relevant document in the original corpus. I do not exclude any relevant documents,

mainly because of their rarity in the original corpus.

Text Generation by Paraphrase

The paraphrasing method creates synthetic documents by generating semantically

similar text to the input text [47]. Same as mix-and-match, paraphrase only gener-

ates new relevant documents. While mix-and-match introduces additional irrelevant

passages to increase the variations, paraphrase enhances the diversity of text envi-

ronment with the inherent variability from the NLG models.

I use the paraphrase model trained by Wieting et al. [176]. This model has a

bidirectional LSTM encoder and an LSTM decoder, equipped with an attention

mechanism. It is trained on an aggregation of datasets, including para-nmt-5m [175],
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Quora question pairs [147], and Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) corpus

[14]. I choose this model for the following two reasons. First, it is trained on mul-

tiple domains, which would help generate more various paraphrases. Second, domain

randomization requires repeatedly creating new environments. This model has fewer

parameters than heavy transformer-based models, thus paraphrasing documents more

efficiently.

Algorithm 3 details the paraphrase approach. It generates synthetic documents

as follows. For any document di, I process it segment by segment. For every segment

pj, I first split the segment into sentences (sen1, sen2, . . . , senk, . . . , senMj
) based on

natural boundaries such as punctuation. Then I rephrase the sentence by sentence

with the paraphrase model. I re-assemble the paraphrased sentences into segments,

then documents. I denote the generated synthetic document as d′i. The variety of syn-

thetic documents is controlled by the temperature of the paraphrase model’s decoder.

The temperature impacts the variety of the decoding process. I further introduce a

randomization parameter to maintain the same function interface as Mix-and-Match.

In the paraphrase model, the higher the randomization parameter, the lower the

temperature, the more diverse the generated text.

Reward Labeling

I propose to label the synthesized documents without new manual work. The idea is

to reuse the labels that come together with the original corpus. For newly-generated

documents, e.g. d′i, d′′i , and d′′′i that are generated from the same original document

di, they all share the same relevance rating. It is based on the assumptions that 1)

the relevance of a passage is independent of its context in mix-and-match, and 2) the

paraphrase model at least keeps the most important information of a document. The

randomization may change the relevance of a document in some rare scenarios. In
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future work, I will investigate how to generate synthetic documents whose relevance

is guaranteed.

Resulting New Environments

The proposed method generates a series of randomized, independent new environ-

ments. The method repetitively generates documents that the agent has never seen

before. Environments with these documents alter the RL agent’s subsequent learning

trajectories and push the agent to explore unexplored areas in the action space. Thus,

the agent develops a more robust policy and improves its generalizability.

5.1.3 Overall Algorithm

Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code for APPO. In that, I first train the APPO agent

on the original corpus. Then, I randomize the text environment to improve the agent’s

adaptability. The randomization procedure (TextEnvironmentGeneration), can be

either Mix-and-Match or Paraphrase. For each randomized text environment, I first

calculate the adaptive clipping rate εm using Eq. 5.3. With the clipping rate set, the

APPO agent interacts with the user and optimizes its policy (Eq. 5.5) based on the

interaction history. In every interaction, the APPO agent retrieves a set of documents

and returns them to the user. The user then calculates the reward and generates a

new state. I repeat the randomization procedure for M times for every search topic.

I expect the final policy to better adapt to new environments and retrieve relevant

documents more efficiently.

5.2 Experiments

I conduct experiments on the TREC 2017 DD Track [183].
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ALGORITHM 4: Interactive Search w/ APPO
Initialize policy parameter θold = θ, randomization parameter η
Initialize representations for original corpus: s0 = S(C)
for m = 1, 2, ... , M do

// Domain randomization to get the mth environment
Cm = TextEnvironmentGeneration(C, η)
Calculate clipping bound εm with Eq. 5.3
//Train the agent on the new environment for episode = 1, 2, ... do

for t=0,1,2, ... , T do
Read in the global representation st
Sample action at = π(st,θold)
Dt = RetrieveDocuments(Cm,at)
rt = CalculateReward(Dt)
Mark returned documents as visited, update state to st+1

Compute advantage Ât
end
Optimize APPO objective Lεm wrt θ as in Eq. 5.5
θold ← θ

end
end
return θ

5.2.1 Experiment Settings

Metrics: The overall performance of the search engine is evaluated by Normalized

Session Discounted Cumulative Gain (nsDCG) [75] in TREC DD. Besides that, I

also report the results on conventional IR metrics. They include:

• Precision: it measures the ratio between correctly retrieved and all retrieved

documents: Precision =
|(∪ni=1Di)∩R+|
|∪ni=1Di|

, where R+ is the set of documents whose

relevance grading are greater than 0, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4.
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• nsDCG: it evaluates graded relevance for a ranked list of documents, putting

heavier weights on the documents ranked earlier [75]: nsDCG = sDCG
ideal sDCG

where sDCG =
∑n

i=1

∑
dj∈Di rel(dj)

(
(1 + logb j)(1 + logbq i)

)−1.

Baselines: I compare the proposed approach and its variations to a few baseline

systems:

• BM25: a classical retrieval algorithm [139]. Documents are retrieved using the

name of search topics.

• PPO: a state-of-the-art interactive search system [162]. It builds upon PPO

and trains its agent only using the original environment for each topic. A fixed

clipping bound ε is set to 0.3. No domain randomization is applied.

• PPO + Mix-and-Match: The proposed Mix-and-Match randomization with

PPO. PPO uses a fixed clipping bound ε = 0.3. I train the PPO on a series of

randomized environments generated with the Mix-and-Match method.

• PPO + Paraphrase: The proposed paraphrase randomization with PPO. PPO

uses a fixed clipping bound ε = 0.3. I train the PPO on a series of randomized

environments generated with the Paraphrase method.

• APPO + Mix-and-Match: The proposed Adaptive PPO used in combination

with Mix-and-Match. The adaptive clipping bound is computed with the fol-

lowing parameters: α = 0.3, u = 1.006. I train the APPO on a series of ran-

domized environments generated with the Mix-and-Match method.

• APPO + Paraphrase: The proposed Adaptive PPO used in combination with

Paraphrase. The adaptive clipping bound is computed with the following param-

eters: α = 0.3, u = 1.006. I train the APPO on a series of randomized environ-

ments generated with the Paraphrase method.
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Parameter Settings: The following configurations and parameters produce the best

performance in the experiments.

I use the same neural network architecture for PPO and APPO. Both the policy

network and the value network have 2 layers of CNNs and 1 MLP. The first layer

of CNN consists of 8 2 × 2 kernels. The second layer of CNN contains 16 kernels of

the same size. The MLP of policy network includes a hidden layer of 32 units and an

output layer of 3 units. The MLP in the value network has a hidden layer of 32 units

and an output layer of 1 unit. The value of u in the adaptive clipping bound is set to

be 1.006.

For every search topic, I generate 10 randomized environments (M = 10 in Algo.

4). When generating a randomized environment, the randomized parameter η for

Mix-and-Match (Algo. 2) is set to 5, i.e., a synthetic document contains no more than

5 non-relevant segments. The randomization parameter η for Paraphrase (Algo. 3) is

set to 0.25, which means the sampling temperature for the LSTM decoder is set to

0.75.

Training and Testing: I reserve half of the manually annotated documents for each

search topic as the test corpus and only use half as the training corpus. To build

the training environment C, I extract a subset of documents for each search topic

by mixing relevant documents and non-relevant documents at a ratio of 1:3. The

test environment/corpus is built by sampling a completely different set of documents

on the same topic with the same ratio. The randomization-based agents, including

mix-and-match and paraphrasing agents, are trained with a series of synthetic envi-

ronments. The non-adaptive agents, PPO, is trained on the original environment with

the same total number of training steps as the randomization approaches. This is to

ensure they have the same amount of training experiences. The test corpus is reserved

separately for testing only, aiming to evaluate an agent’s generalizability.
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(a) nsDCG (b) Precision

Figure 5.3: APPO Results in Test Environments in TREC 2017 DD

5.2.2 Retrieval Effectiveness

Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b reports the average performance of all systems under

comparison in nsDCG, and Precision, respectively. The results reported are for the

first 10 search iterations running in test (unseen) environments. The scores for mix-

and-match and paraphrase are calculated by taking the mean trajectory among 10

parallel actors, each trained with 20,000 steps in a random environment.

As shown in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b, training the non-adaptive PPO agent

with domain randomization methods cannot improve the performance. On the con-

trary, PPO + Mix-and-Match and PPO + Paraphrase perform worse than PPO on

both nsDCG and precision. After training the agents on a series of randomized envi-

ronments, the agents’ policies are misled by some synthetic documents, which causes

catastrophic forgetting. The performance drop highlights the potential risk of training

the agent with domain randomization methods.
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(a) Reward on DD17-52
(b) m = 2

(c) m = 3 (d) m = 4

Figure 5.4: APPO Exploration Trajectories on DD17-52

On the other hand, the proposed APPO agents, with both randomization methods,

outperform others on precision. APPO + Mix-and-Match outperforms all the others

on nsDCG. The adaptive clipping bound dynamically restricts the policy changes

on different synthetic environments and avoids catastrophic forgetting. The results

showcase the importance of training RL agents more carefully and sophisticatedly in

randomized environments.
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5.2.3 Case Study

Exploration Analysis

I investigate how the APPO agent explores the action space in the randomized

training process. I run the APPO + Mix-and-Match agent on an array of 10 random-

ized environments. The APPO agent interacts with each randomized environment

for 20,000 steps. After training on each randomized environment, I test the agent by

running it on the test environment. I report the reward and record its trajectories.

I showcase the improvement in rewards and the change of trajectories for topic

DD17-52 (Solar power for U.S. homes) and DD17-54 (Indoor air pollution). Figure

5.4a shows the agent’s performance on topic DD17-52. Figure 5.4b, Figure 5.4c, and

Figure 5.4d plot the agent’s move in the action space from 2nd to the 4th randomized

environments. In general, the agent is exploring different areas in different randomized

environments. The trajectories in the 2nd (Figure 5.4b) and 3rd (Figure 5.4c) environ-

ment are close to each other, which corresponds to similar rewards of the 2nd and 3rd

environments, as shown in Figure 5.4a. The trajectory in the 4th environment (Figure

5.4d) is quite different from the previous two. The agent explores a different area that

is far away from previous trajectories. The exploration also brings in a higher reward

- the reward in the 4th environment is much higher than the previous ones.

I also observe similar trends in topic 54. The exploration in the 2nd (Figure 5.5b)

and 3rd (Figure 5.5c) environments are not successful. Both end with a reward of

0 (Figure 5.5a). The agent turns to a different area in the 4th environment (Figure

5.5d) and greatly increases the reward in Figure 5.5a. Those observations support the

argument that domain randomization pushes the RL agent to explore a wider space

and potentially achieving higher rewards.
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(a) Reward on DD17-54 (b) m = 2

(c) m = 3 (d) m = 4

Figure 5.5: APPO Exploration Trajectories on DD17-54
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Impact of Adaptive Clip Bound

Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b show that the adaptive clipping bound helps the RL

agents achieve better performance when interacting with randomized environments.

The APPO agents largely outperform their non-adaptive counterparts in both Mix-

and-Match and Paraphrase.

The results support the argument that with adaptive bounds, the agent’s policy

would update more conservatively, especially when it encounters a randomized envi-

ronment that is far more different from its original environment. With the adaptive

bound, the agent is less likely to make a big jump to a very different trajectory. This

makes the policy more stable, eliminating jumping into wrong trajectories.

5.3 Chapter Summary

The constantly changing web poses challenges for RL-based interactive systems. These

systems will almost definitely encounter new documents that they never processed in

the training stage. To increase data availability while avoiding expensive annotation

procedures, synthesizing fake documents has been proposed to increase the variety

of text. However, the synthesis procedure may generate documents that are largely

different from the original ones. Those documents may lead the system to update its

policy in the wrong directions and result in catastrophic forgetting.

This chapter proposes an adaptive training method that strikes a balance between

exploitation and exploration. The interactive system is trained on a series of synthetic

environments to improve its generalizability. While previous methods update policies

without considering environment changes, the proposed method adaptively adjusts

the step size of policy gradient based on how “novel” the synthetic environment is. In

environments that are more similar to the original one, the system allows larger step
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size when updating the policy, exploring more adventurously. In more dissimilar envi-

ronments, the systems impose tighter restrictions on the step size for the gradient of

the policy update, taking more conservative actions. I experiment with the method in

combination with multiple text generation methods. The proposed approach achieves

good performance compared with the ones that do not use adaptive training.

Apart from updating the system policy with an adaptive step size on various

environment, another way to improve the system’s generalizability is to generate

high-quality and diverse interaction trajectories with synthetic environments, which

will be covered in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Interaction Trajectories Diversification

Improving the system’s generalizability towards different interaction trajectories has

been a long-standing goal. Most interactive systems collect their training trajectories

by interacting with a simulated user. Early user simulators are rule-based, which

may not be able to provide diverse training experiences. Agents learning from these

simulators may fail to handle rare queries and unseen situations. For example, in

Table 6.1’s left column, the system learns from a rule-based simulator and fails to

answer an unexpected question “In which area of the city is this hotel located?” One

remedy is to interact with a set of diverse user models. Figure 6.1 illustrates this idea.

Similar to other MBDRL approaches, this approach suffers from error propagation –

errors in (user) model learning may quickly propagate into policy learning. Table 6.1’s

middle column demonstrates a result of the uncontrolled use of the diversified user

models. In this example, even though the system successfully answers all questions

from the user and books the hotel, the agent recommends two erroneous trains that

do not satisfy the user’s constraints and fails to book the ticket. This is because noise

has been introduced to the training interactions, and they deviate too much from a

legitimate conversation in real life.

This chapter explores how to create high-quality, diverse interaction trajecto-

ries with diversified environment models. I propose a novel dialogue diversification

method, Intermittent Short Extension Ensemble (I-SEE), for task-oriented dialogues
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Table 6.1: Example Dialogues in Multiwoz

No Diversification Full Diversification Quality-Controlled Diversi-
fica. (I-SEE)

User: Hi! I would like to book
hotel Leverton House.
System: Leverton House is a
cheap hotel.
User: What is the post of
Leverton House?
System: Post of Leverton
House is cb58rs.
User: What is the type of the
hotel?
System: It is a guesthouse.
User: Where is it located?
System: Leverton House
is located at 732-734 new
market road.
User: What is the hotel phone
number?
System: You can call the hotel
at 01223292094.
User: In which area of the city
is this hotel located?
System: There are many
attractions in the centre of
the city. [irrelevant]
User: Ok, bye!
System: Goodbye!

User: Hi! I would like to book
hotel Leverton House.
System: Hotel Leverton House
is located on the east side of
the city.
User: What is the post of the
hotel?
System: The post of hotel
Leverton House is cb58rs.
...
System: ... Shall I go ahead
and book it?
User: Ok! I am not sure about
the duration of stay or the
number of people staying.
System: Booking confirmed.
Anything else? [success]
User: I would also like to book
a train from Peterborough
to Cambridge arriving this
Sunday at 15:15.
System: Found a train
arriving at 8:38. [incorrect]
User: I want the one arriving
at 15:15.
System: Found a train
arriving at 6:09. [incorrect]
User: Ok, Bye!
System: Have a good day!

User: Hi! I would like to book
hotel Leverton House.
System: Are you interested in
booking hotel Leverton House
on the east side?
User: Where is it exactly
located? What is the post,
phone and type of the hotel?
...
System: ... Would you like to
go ahead and book it?
User: Ok, Not sure on the
duration of stay or number of
people as of now.
System: Booking confirmed.
[success]
User: I would also like to book
a train from Peterborough to
Cambridge arriving at 15:15
on Sunday.
System: Would you like to
go ahead and book tickets on
TR7721? [correct]
User: Ok. Not sure on the
number of people.
System: One ticket booked.
[success]
User: Great! Thanks!
System: Have a good day!

Failure: The system fails to
answer the area question from
the user and it does not book
the hotel for the user.

Failure: Even though the
system successfully answers
all questions from the user
and books the hotel, it fails
to identify the correct train
based on arrival time and does
not book the train ticket.

Success: Both hotel and train
ticket have been successfully
booked satisfying all con-
straints.
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Figure 6.1: Agent Learns from Diversified Simulators

agents trained in simulators. First, I-SEE employs neural networks to learn a gen-

erative user model by imitating the expert simulator [166]. Second, it randomizes

the parameter initialization of the neural networks to generate more user models,

which are diversifications from the original expert-built simulator. These randomized

user models form an ensemble of diverse simulators named the Diverse User Model

Ensemble (DUME). Third, during policy learning, the agent interacts with multiple

simulators to obtain diverse training trajectories. Particularly, I propose to mix tra-

jectory segments sampled from the expert simulator and trajectory segments sampled

from the DUME. This is to constrain the degree of noise introduced by diversification

and not divert too far from the expert simulator. Moreover, I propose to include the

DUME trajectories only moderately frequently and for a short horizon.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the idea conceptually. By constraining the degree of diversi-

fication, I-SEE effectively controls the training trajectories’ quality while preserving

their diversity. In Table 6.1’s last (right) example, the I-SEE agent successfully fin-

ishes the booking task to a logical conclusion by correctly finding the TR7721 train,

satisfying the user’s time constraints. I apply I-SEE to a few best performing DRL

dialogue methods and evaluate them on the Multiwoz [17] dataset. Results show that

using DUME and I-SEE in combination significantly improve the performance of these

state-of-the-art systems.
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Figure 6.2: Conceptual Illustration of I-SEE

6.1 Notations and Definitions

6.1.1 Task-oriented Dialogue Systems

Task-oriented dialogue systems study the interactive process between a user and a

dialogue agent while they communicate to accomplish a task. The user initiates the

dialogue with a task goal in mind. A task goal can include constraints and requests.

Constraints are requirements from the user personally and requests are information

the user needs but does yet know when the dialogue starts. The goal of a dialogue

may span across multiple domains. In the example in the introduction, the user wants

the address of a hotel named Leverton House and also wants to book a train ticket

from Peterborough to Cambridge. In this case, the goal of this user involves two

domains, hotel and train. The constraints include hotel name = Leverton House,

train departure = Peterborough, and, train destination = Cambridge. The requests

are hotel address =? and train ID =?. A dialogue ends when both parties say “good-

bye” or the user abandons it.

6.1.2 Simulators

As a dialogue unfolds, the user chooses proper actions to either make requests or

impose constraints. In this work, a user model is equivalent to environment model

because the knowledge base is static and no need to learn. I use sut , aut to denote the
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state and action of a user model at time step t. The model learns a mapping from sut

to aut to describe patterns and behaviours from human users, and works as a simulator

to provide feedback to and converse with the dialogue agent. A user model learns the

pattern and behavior from human users and works as a simulator to provide feedback

and converse with the dialogue agent. I denote the simulator that is parameterized

by φi as Mφi . A special case is the expert simulator M0. It is powered by rules

handcrafted by domain experts.

6.1.3 Dialogue Agent

Dialogue agent is the policy learner. It is expected to query the knowledge base,

reply the user with relevant information, and make transactions following the user’s

constraints. I use sst , ast to denote the state and action of the dialogue agent at t. The

agent also receives reward signal rt as immediate feedback for its action at time t.

State transition function P tells its next state which is dependent on the current state

and actions from both the user and the agent: sst+1 = P (sst , a
s
t , a

u
t ). The agent learns

its policy π from a set of dialogue trajectories {τ∗}. It aims to maximize the expected

cumulative rewards Eπ[
∑

t rt] that can be obtained in a dialogue.

6.1.4 State, Action, and Reward

State represents the agent’s or the user’s awareness of the conversation status. To

better describe the conversation process, I abstract utterances into dialogue acts

to illustrate their functions in the context of the conversation. For instance, the

question, “Would you like to go ahead and book it”, conveys a single dialogue

act (book hotel confirm), showing the system confirms the booking information

with the user. A single utterance may carry multiple dialogue acts. For example,

the sentence, “I would also like to book a train from Peterborough to Cambridge
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arriving at 15:15 on Sunday”, encodes three dialogue acts: the departure station

(inform train departure), destination station (inform train destination), and

arrival time (inform train arrive By). The system and the user may have different

set of available dialogue acts. I denote them as As and Au, respectively.

The states of both the user and the agent are compounds that include different

types of information. The agent state sst consists of 1) the task goal of the user, 2)

historical dialogue acts of both the agent and the user, 3) database querying results

based on the identified user’s constraints. The user state (sut ) includes 1) the task

goal of the user and 2) the historical dialogue acts of the agent. The formulations

depict the conversation from different perspectives and provide sufficient information

for decision-making.

Actions are defined as the dialogue acts that the user or the system picks at each

turn. The number of dialogue acts picked by the user or the system varies turn by

turn. Mathematically, the system action ast is a subset of As, and the user action aut

is a subset of Au. I represent ast and aut as lists of indicator variables in the length of

|As| or |Au|.

There are multiple different ways to transform dialogue acts into natural language

utterances. But such generation process is not the focus of this chapter. In this work,

I use pre-defined templates to generate natural language utterances from the selected

dialogue acts.

Rewards motivate the agent to complete tasks with fewer times of interactions.

The agent receives T as a reward if it completes the task, otherwise −T , where T is the

number of interactions in a conversation. Before reaching the end of a conversation,

the agent receives a reward of −1 for every step it takes.
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6.1.5 Interaction Tuple and Trajectory

Interaction tuple T is the state-action-reward tuple generated when the agent inter-

acts with a user model. At the tth dialogue turn, the tth interaction tuple is Tt =

(sst , a
s
t , rt, s

u
t , a

u
t ).

Trajectory τ k+h
k is a sequence of interaction tuples generated when the agent

interacts with M0 or Mφi , starting from time step k and lasting for h steps: τk =

[Tk,Tk+1, ...,Tk+h], where Tt is the tth interaction tuple. Decided by state transition

P , latter interaction tuples in τ depend on the earlier tuples.

• An expert trajectory is a trajectory that records the interaction between the

agent and the expert simulator M0.

• A full trajectory, τT0 , is a trajectory running from 0 to T , where T is the

dialogue length and marks the end of a conversation.

The optimization goal is to generate diverse trajectories by interacting with train-

able user models (Mφi) to maximize the cumulative reward when interacting with the

expert simulator (M0).

6.2 Intermittent Short Extension Ensemble (I-SEE)

The proposed method aims to provide high-quality diversified training trajectories

for dialogue agents. I take an approach of model-based DRL (MBDRL). It has two

concurrent learning modules, model learning and policy learning. The model learning

module can be thought of adding an additional computational layer between the

original simulator and the agent. Model learning employs supervised learning to learn

a transition modelM from the original environment and then policy learning interacts

with the model M and learns indirectly from the environment.
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Figure 6.3: I-SEE Architecture

Figure 6.3 illustrates the system architecture. I propose to improve dialogue diver-

sity by having the agent interact with an ensemble of diverse user models {Mφ∗}. To

create the ensemble, I (1) use neural network with different initializations to learn

them from expert user modelM0. I then (2) intermittently generate short trajectories

with DUME and use them in policy learning. The DUME is obtained via mimicking

user behaviors from the expert simulator. The goal is to reach a balance between data

diversity and quality.

6.2.1 Diversified User Model Ensemble (DUME)

I propose to build a diversified user model ensemble to produce more diverse training

trajectories. The ensemble, DUME, contains a set of E number of user models

Mφ1 ,Mφ2 , ...,MφE . Each trainable user model (Mφ∗) learns a parametric mapping
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from sut to a′ut with parameter φ∗ and mimics the behavior of the expert simulator

M0.

I aim to learn a sequential decision-making function that maps (su1 , s
u
2 , ..., s

u
t ...) to

(au1 , a
u
2 , ..., a

u
t , ...). The training inputs are from expert trajectories, which includes a

sequence of user state and user action pairs 〈sut , aut 〉. User state at the tth dialogue

turn is

sut = (G,
t−1⋃
t′=1

ast′) (6.1)

where G is the user goal, including constraints and requests.
⋃t−1
t′=1 a

s
t′ is history of

dialogue agent actions. The user action aut is defined as

aut = (aut,1, a
u
t,2, ..., a

u
t,|Au|) (6.2)

where aut,i are binary variables indicating whether the ith dialogue act is active at

dialogue turn t. Au are the available user dialogue acts. Note that a single user action

can have multiple dialogue acts, such as informing the destination and arrival time at

the same time when booking a train ticket. Ending of a dialogue is a special dialogue

act.

The user model is learned by behavior cloning [166]. I break the training input

sequence τ0 into individual state-action pairs and formulate the learning as to choose

the right dialogue acts at a given state, i.e. a mapping from sut to aut . This simpli-

fication is done because a user may take a varied number of dialogue acts at each

turn, modeling state-action pairs allows the flexibility. The optimization is done by

minimizing the loss function L(φ):

L(φ) = − 1

|Au|
1

T

T∑
t=1

|Au|∑
i=1

at,i logMφ(sut )i+

(1− at,i) log(1−Mφ(sut )i)

(6.3)
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where φ is the model parameter vector, at,i is the ground truth indicator of whether

the ith dialog act is taken at t, and Mφ(sut )i estimates the probability of the ith dialog

act being chosen by the user model at t given sut . The learning is done by a multi-layer

perceptron parameterized by φ.

Note that this user modeling can be done using much more sophisticated methods,

such as utilizing more advanced network and/or incorporating more information when

defining user states. However, they are beyond the scope of this chapter. The devel-

oped user models are sufficient to support the investigation in exploiting them to

improve diversification.

DUME diversifies user models by initializing them with different seeds. Their

neural networks share the same architecture but having different initial parameters

φj. The experiments (Section 6.3.4) show that when E increases, the diversity in

DUME dramatically increases.

6.2.2 Policy Learning with Branching

To diversify the policy learning, a natural solution is to interact with user models in

DUME and generate a set of diversified trajectories. When generating trajectory, the

policy learner, i.e. the agent, interacts with a user model, which is either the base user

model M0 or a diversified user model Mφj . Their interaction works as follows. The

user starts the dialogue with a task goal. The agent performs an action based on its

current policy π and receives rewards and next state from the user model. The user’s

action are decided by the user model too. The agent responds again based on π and

the trajectory continues until the dialogue ends. Algorithm 5 details this trajectory

generation process. The agent collects this training trajectory, together with many

other trajectories simulated likewise, to refine its policy to a better policy.
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ALGORITHM 5: Trajectory Generation
Input : User model M ,

system agent policy π,
starting user state su0 ,
maximum trajectory length T

Output: Dialogue trajectory dataset D
D = ∅
Initialize the user state to su0
for T time steps do

The user model observes the state sut and takes action aut = M i(sut )
The agent observes the state sst and takes action ast = π(sst)
The agent receives reward rt
Store 〈sst , ast , rt, sut , aut 〉 in D
if the user decides to end the dialogue in aut then

Break
end

end
return D

A diversified trajectory segment τ ′p+Hp . It is a trajectory that records the

interaction betweenMφ∗ and the agent. It extends base trajectory τ0 from a branching

step p and runs from p+ 1 onward. It is denoted as:

τ ′p+Hp = [Tp,T
′
p+1, ...,T

′
p+H ]

where p is the branching step and p > 0. Note that the first interaction tuple in τ ′p is

copied from the pth turn in τ0: T ′
p = Tp. H is τ ′p’s horizon.

One would imagine that the more diversified trajectories used in training, the

more robust the policy would be. An intuitive idea is to interact with the diversified

user models Mφ∗ from beginning to the end, without using M0 at all. DDQ [130]

indeed exploits this design. However, a dialogue trajectory completely generated by
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Mφ∗ suffers from accumulation of generation errors because they may deviate too

much from what a real dialogue looks like.

In this chapter, I propose to generate trajectories from mixed sources. The tra-

jectories are generated from both the expert user simulator M0 and DUME. First,

I generate a full expert trajectory τT0 =[T0...,TT ] and store all its tuples. Second, I

pick a branching tuple Tp from τT0 as the branching point p. Third, from p onward,

the trajectory is generated with a diversified user model Mφ∗ , which would take

an action a′up different from the base action aup and the agent would also land in

a different state s′sp+1 = P (ssp, a
s
p, a
′u
p). Such interaction with Mφ∗ continues with H

steps, resulting a diversified trajectory τ ′Hp = [T ′
p ,T

′
p+1, ...,T

′
p+H ]. Note that I re-use

the stored base tuple Tp and T ′
p = Tp. The full trajectory with diversification is

[T0, ...,Tp,T ′
p+1, ...,T

′
p+H ].

Branching Horizon. The hyper-parameter H is the simulation horizon that con-

trols how far a trajectory is generated from DUME. The experiments show that using

a moderately small H = 5 is preferable. Figure 6.2 illustrates this idea conceptually.

Branching Frequency. Another factor that determines the degree of diversifi-

cation is the intensity of branchings. I propose to control the amount of diversified

trajectories branching out from the expert trajectory. Instead of branching at every

single step, the proposed method only intermittently forks a diversified trajectory. It

is done by setting a diversification ratio η between the times the agent interacting

with the expert simulator M0 and with DUME. The ratio η is calculated as:

η =
count(T ′

i , ∀i ∈ Ddvs)

count(Tj,∀j ∈ Dbase)
(6.4)

where T ′
i is a diversified interaction tuple stored inDdvs and Tj is an interaction tuple

stored in Dexp. Dexp and Ddvs are collections of individual interaction tuples obtained
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ALGORITHM 6: Intermittent Short Extension Ensemble (I-SEE)
Input : User model ensemble size E

diversification horizon H
diversification ratio η

Output: System policy π
Initialize an ensemble of E user models
Initialize the dialogue agent policy π
while the dialogue policy does not converge do

Dexp, Ddvs = ∅,∅
for every episode do

Initialize the base user simulator M0

Observe the initial user state su0
Dexp =TrajectoryGeneration(M0, π, s

u
0 ,∞)

end
while |Ddvs| < η|Dexp| do

Sample a user model Mφj from the ensemble
Sample a state sut from Dbase as the start state
Ddvs = Ddvs

⋃
TrajectoryGeneration(Mφj , π, s

u
t , H)

end
Update the agent policy π with Dbase

⋃
Ddvs

Update the user model ensemble with Dbase using Eq. 6.3
end

as Lines 4-14 in Algo. 6. A larger η means more diversified the agent’s learning is.

Algo. 6 shows the entire I-SEE algorithm.

6.3 Experiments

6.3.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset: I evaluate the proposed approach on the Multiwoz [17] dataset. Multiwoz

is a large-scale benchmark dataset for task-oriented dialogue systems. It has seven

task domains, including restaurant, hotel, attraction, taxi, train, hospital and police.

One dialogue may involve multiple task domains, which is a good resemblance of how
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Table 6.2: Dataset Statistics of Multiwoz

#Domains #Dialogues Total #Turns Avg #Turns per dialogue
7 8,438 113,556 13.46

#Slots #Values Total DB Entries Avg Entries per domain 1

24 4,510 3,116 623

people converse in real life. Multiwoz provides 8,438 labelled dialogues, each dialogue

of which is annotated by experts with a sequence of dialogue states and respective

dialogue acts. Table 6.2 shows the dataset statistics.

The expert simulator in Multiwoz starts a conversation and takes turns with a

dialogue agent to dialogue. The simulator may request information from the agent

or give the agent permission to do new bookings. At each turn, the simulator or the

agent can perform one or more dialogue acts. The agent is expected to 1) provide

correct answers to requested information and 2) complete the booking, if asked.

Evaluation Metrics: I use the following metrics in evaluate the dialogue agent:

• Success is the main metric, which is the success rate over all dialogue tasks

tested. A task is successful if and only if 1) all the requested information is

provided, and 2) all the booked entities match the user’s requirements.

• Inform F1 evaluates whether an agent provides the information requested by

the user. It is calculated as F1 = 2Prec∗Recall
Prec+Recall

, where Prec and Recall are the

precision and recall of the information replied by the agent.

• Match evaluates whether the booked entities satisfy the user’s requirement. It

scores 1 if the correct entity is booked, otherwise 0. In the case of multiple

bookings, the scores are averaged across all bookings.
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• #Turns measures the number of turns a dialogue last regardless of its success.

The fewer the turns, the better.

Baselines: I compare the performance of a few top-performing DRL dialogue

agents on the Multiwoz dataset with three settings. The settings are 1) the algorithm

without diversification, 2) with full and uncontrolled diversification, and 3) with I-

SEE. These baseline systems include state-of-the-art MFDRL and MBDRL methods

and best performing DRL agents on Multiwoz.

• Deep Q-Network (DQN) [118] is an off-policy MFDRL method, which approx-

imates the value function of state-action pairs with a deep neural network and

learns the function using experience replay.

• Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [146] is an on-policy MFDRL algorithm,

which optimizes a surrogate objective function which restricts the change of

action distributions in a policy update.

• Guided Dialogue Policy Learning (GDPL) [157] is the best performer on Mul-

tiwoz. It uses inverse RL to reconstruct reward function and optimizes its policy

with PPO.

• Deep Dyna-Q (DDQ) [130] is an MBDRL algorithm designed for task-oriented

dialogue agents. DDQ generates complete trajectories from its environmental

models, which is equivalent to the setting of DQN+full diversification.

• Multi-Agent Dialogue Policy Learning (MADPL) [158] is a multi-agent MFDRL

method that trains the system and the user simulator simultaneously. It is also

a leading performer on Multiwoz.

Implementation Details: I use Multiwoz’s agenda-based simulator [200] as the

expert simulator. The DUME and policy networks and value networks in the baselines
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Table 6.3: Dialogue Effectiveness on Multiwoz

Algorithm Success ↑
(Impr.)

Inform F1 ↑
(Impr.)

Match ↑
(Impr.)

#Turns ↓
(Impr.%)

MADPL 70.1 76.26 90.98 8.96

PPO 77.9 86.45 78.90 9.785

PPO+Dvs. 69.0
(-8.9)

80.27
(–6.18)

70.55
(-8.35)

11.39
(-16.40%)

PPO+I-SEE 84.5
(+6.6, +15.5)

88.91
(+2.46, +8.64)

86.29
(+7.93, +15.74)

8.88
(+9.25%, +22.04%)

DQN 74.4 87.61 92.91 best 11.54

DQN+Dvs. (DDQ) 72.1
(-2.3)

84.26
(-3.35)

82.04
(-10.87)

11.78
(-2.08%)

DQN+I-SEE 85.2
(+10.8, +13.1)

90.18
(+2.57, +5.92)

92.59
(-0.32, +10.55)

9.83
(+14.82%, +16.55%)

GDPL 86.5 94.97 best 83.90 7.64

GDPL+Dvs. 72.8
(-13.7)

80.86
(-14.11)

81.10
(-2.80)

9.98
(-30.63)

GDPL+I-SEE 93.2 best
(+6.7, +20.4)

91.83
(-3.14, +10.97)

92.76
(+8.86, +11.66)

7.32 best
(+4.19%, +26.65%)

Notes: X+Dvs shows the improvement w.r.t. a baseline X. X+I-SEE reports the
improvements w.r.t. X and X+Dvs, respectively.

are learned using three-layer multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). A learned user model

has an input dimension of 230 and output of 67, with a hidden layer of 200 units. The

DRL dialogue agents all use an the input layer of 553 units. PPO’s policy network uses

a hidden layer of 200 units and output of 166. PPO’s value network has a hidden layer

of 50 and output of 1. DQN also uses a hidden layer of 200 units and output of 166.

The I-SEE dialogue agent is trained with a mix of expert simulator and diversified

simulators as presented in this chapter and tested with only the expert simulator.
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(a) Learning curves of different
ensemble size (E)

(b) Learning curves of different diver-
sification horizons (H)

(c) Learning curves of different diver-
sification ratios (η) (d) Evaluating the Diversity of DUME

Figure 6.4: I-SEE Results on Multiwoz
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6.3.2 Effectiveness

Table 6.3 presents the experiment results. The proposed method I-SEE outperforms

the original algorithms and the full diversification variants for all baselines on the

main metric, success, and the number of turns. The best performance is given by

GDPL+I-SEE, with a success rate of 93.2 and only 7.32 dialogue turns on average.

Moreover, the I-SEE variants perform the best on Inform F1 for PPO and DQN, and

onMatch for PPO and GDPL. The improvements are large. These results suggest that

diversification in general improves a DRL dialogue agent’s effectiveness. However, full

and uncontrolled diversification may worsen the performance; while a moderate level

of diversification as I propose is a better choice.

6.3.3 Analysis of I-SEE

To understand why I-SEE works, I investigate the relationship between the degree of

diversification and the success rate. GDPL is selected as the baseline systemX. I study

three I-SEE hyper-parameters that are responsible for the degree of diversification.

They are the user model ensemble size E, branching horizon H, and diversification

ratio η. As each of these parameters gets bigger, the degree of diversification increases.

I plot the dialogue agent’s learning curves w.r.t the three parameters in Figures 6.4a,

6.4b, and 6.4c, respectively.

I observe that a single optimum exists for each hyper-parameter when they reach

the best success rate. As I increase the size of the ensemble with E = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, the

degree of diversity increases. Figure 6.4a shows that initially increasing the diversity

helps improve the performance; However, the trend turns downwards after reaching

the optimum when E = 5. Figures 6.4b and 6.4c demonstrate similar trends. In the

end, the best combined I-SEE setting is E = 5, H = 5, and η = 0.2. This experiment
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suggests that diversification can only help an agent’s learning to a certain extent;

Too much diversification may introduce too much noise in the learning and hurt the

agent’s performance. Therefore, the degree of diversification must be carefully chosen

in practice.

6.3.4 Analysis of DUME

DUME is the collection of trainable diversified user models. I calculate the average

pairwise KL-divergence for every two models Mφi and Mφj ∈ DUME to directly

measure the degree of diversity within DUME. Each user model is run on the same

state sequence {su1 , ..., sut ...} and outputs an action sequence {a′u1 , ..., a′
u
t ...}. Since

each a′ut may contain multiple dialogue acts, I break down every a′ut into individual

dialogue acts and calculate the distribution over the dialogue act set Au. The mean

µ and standard deviation σ of the KL divergences are plotted in Figure 6.4d. As

DUME has bigger size, both µ and σ increase; which means the differences between

the DUME simulators dramatically increase and they would add much diversity into

the agent’s learning.

6.4 Chapter Summary

It is an effective way to improve the system’s generalizability by training the system

with different environments. To increase the variability while avoiding manual configu-

ration, one efficient way to build environments is to create computational environment

models and optimize their behavior in a data-driven way. However, one drawback is

error propagation. The imperfect environment model may generate erroneous actions

and result in interaction trajectories that deviate far from reality. Systems that learn

from those trajectories may skew the policy and is unable to perform well.
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This chapter proposes a trajectory diversification method, I-SEE, that generates

high-quality, diverse interactions while effectively curbing error propagation. In this

method, I create a diverse user model ensemble (DUME) by imitating an expert simu-

lator. Then, during the interaction, the system intermittently switches to a diversified

user model. The interaction with a diversified user model continues for a short horizon

and branch the trajectory. By controlling the intensity to interact with a diversified

user model, the proposed method produces high-quality, diversified interaction tra-

jectories.

This dissertation so far has covered the building, training, and generalizing the

interactive systems. The next chapter will study the evaluation metrics of interactive

systems.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation Metrics for Interactive Systems

The interaction between the user and the systems involves multiple iterations of

querying to accomplish a complex information need. Multiple queries are issued or

reformulated in the process, and multiple runs of search results are returned by the

system and examined by the user. Interactive systems learn the users’ search intents

from the interactions to satisfy the complex information need of the entire session. The

complexity of interaction results comes from many factors, including the relevance of

documents, the cost of reviewing documents, how to discount the relevance score of

a document ranked lower in a list or is returned later at a later iteration.

Most evaluation metrics handle all of the factors and usually combine them into

a single formula [75, 104, 185]. The complexity of these metrics is quite high, and

most of them are NP-Hard. Consequently, the optimal value, i.e., the upper bound,

of a metric highly varies with the actual search topics. That is to say, the bounds

are not only decided by the mathematical definition of each metric but also affected

by the ground truth data of each topic. For instance, some search topics might be

easy (with high optimal value for those topics) because many relevant documents

are available, and many search systems can achieve high evaluation metric scores on

those topics; In contrast, other topics might be difficult for all search systems (with low

optimal values for those topics). In Cranfield-like settings such as the TREC, however,

evaluation metric scores for systems are usually averaged across all search topics

without considering the per topic upper bound a metric could achieve. Neglecting
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Table 7.1: Ground Truth Relevance in the Toy Example

topic document

1 (2 subtopics) d1(1.1, 1) d2(1.2, 3)
2 (4 subtopics) d1(2.1, 4) d2(2.2, 4) d3(2.2, 2) d4(2.3, 4) d5(2.4, 4)

Table 7.2: Metric Scores in the Toy Example

systems CT-topic 1 CT-topic 2 CT avg normalized-CT avg

optimal 4 17 / /
system 1 1 16 8.5 0.596
system 2 3 14 8.5 0.787

the differences in those bounds could be unfair when evaluating the systems across

different topics.

A toy example is shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Suppose two systems are evaluated

on two topics with two and four subtopics respectively. In Table 7.1, d1(1.1, 1) means

document d1 is relevant to subtopic 1.1 with a relevance score of 1 (scaled from 1 to

5). Assume that each system returns five documents. System 1 found d1 for topic1

and d1, d3, d4, d5 for topic 2; System 2 found d2 for topic 1 and d1, d2, d4, d5 for topic

2. Other documents returned are irrelevant. Suppose that Cube Test (CT) [104] is

used to evaluate the effectiveness of interactions. I also assume that equal amount of

time is needed to read each document and the discounting factor is 0.5. The optimal

scores and the actual scores are shown in Table 7.2. As shown in Table 7.2, the two

systems’ averaged CT scores are the same (8.5) thus it is hard to tell which system is

better. However, the raw CT scores do not reflect the actual performance of the two

systems. Topic 2 has a high upper bound (17), which suggests an easy search topic.

Therefore, the higher CT score from system 1 (16) does not support that it is a better
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system than system 2 which does an impressive job on the more difficult topic (topic

1 with an upper bound of 4). The issue can be resolved by proper normalizing the raw

scores by the per topic upper bounds, as shown in the last column in Table 7.2. The

example demonstrates that knowing the per topic metric bounds is very important

in fairly evaluating IR systems.

In this chapter, I investigate existing evaluation metrics for interactive systems

and focus on the following Research Question (RQ): What is the best possible optimal

metric value that a system could achieve? To answer this question, I first take apart

existing evaluation metrics into components. I then analyze the rationale behind each

component and the ways used to combine them. Based on the component-based anal-

ysis, I compute the optimal score or the bounds of these metrics, which are then used

for score normalization later. The new normalized metrics are experimented on the

official runs submitted to the TREC 2016 DD Track. The results show that these NP-

hard evaluation metrics are then able to provide robust comparison across different

topics.

7.1 Deconstructing Evaluation Metrics

The complexity of the interactions poses challenges to its evaluation. This section

first presents existing evaluation metrics for interactive systems, sDCG [75], Cube

Test [104] and Expected Utility [185]. Then I deconstruct those metrics to explore

how they model different factors in evaluation.

7.1.1 Notations and Definitions

The following notations are used in the rest of the chapter. For an interactive process:

• i: the index of a search iteration in a session with total L iterations, i = 1, ..., L.
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• listi: the returned document list at the ith iteration.

• j: the position of a document within an iteration, j = 1, ..., |listi|.

• k: the id of a document in the entire corpus, k = 1, ..., n.

• c: a subtopic/nugget of the search topic.

• θc: the importance/relevance of a subtopic or nugget.

For document di,j, which is at the jth position in the ith iteration:

• relc(i, j) is the relevance score of di,j regarding c if considering subtopic/nugget

level relevance. Otherwise rel(i, j) is the relevance score of di,j if only considering

document level relevance.

• cost(i, j) : the cost or user effort of examining di,j.

Dynamic parameters during the session:

• n(c, i, j − 1): the number of documents that are relevant to c returned before

the jth document in the ith iteration.

• γ, bq, b : novelty, iteration, and within-iteration position discounting factors.

The definitions of sDCG, Cube Test and Expected Utility are shown in formulas

7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, respectively.

sDCG =
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

rel(i, j)

(1 + logb j) ∗ (1 + logbq i)
(7.1)

CT =

∑L
i=1

∑|listi|
j=1

∑
c θc ∗ relc(i, j) ∗ γn(c,i,j−1)∑L

i=1

∑|listi|
j=1 cost(i, j)

(7.2)
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For simplification, without loss of generality, the cap for maximum relevant scores

of CT is neglected here. I also assume that the amount of time needed for reviewing

each document in CT is equal.

EU =
∑
ω

P (ω)

 ∑
(i,j)∈ω

∑
c∈di,j

θc ∗ γn(c,i,j−1)

− a ∗ cost(i, j)
 (7.3)

Expected Utility assumes that a user only reviews a subset of documents being

returned, which is denoted as ω. P (ω) is the probability that ω are reviewed. a is a

coefficient to adjust the relationship between the gain and cost. The cost of reviewing

each document is measured by their document lengths.

As shown here, all these metrics attempt to handle multiple aspects of the inter-

actions, such as relevance and novelty of documents and time spent reviewing them.

Mixing various factors into a single metric has two consequences. First, it is diffi-

cult to understand them. Second, most metrics here are NP-hard thus they would be

unreliable to be directly used as optimization goals in supervised ranking algorithms

such as in learning to rank. In the following sections, I decompose these metrics into

a few simple components and further analyze them.

7.1.2 Analysis of Metrics

Some common components are shared by almost all the evaluation metrics of inter-

active systems. They are gain, cost, ranking discount and novelty discount.

Gain: the gain of each document is its raw relevance score. Gain represents the

amount of useful information a user can learn from the document. The relevance

scores are usually assigned by third party annotators as ground truth scores. They

can be graded or binary scores. Generally, as shown in previous research, it is believed
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that there is a positive correlation between a third party annotated relevance score

and a user’s satisfaction level [3, 70].

Cost: the cost of each document is its length or time spent examining it. Cost can

be regarded as a user’s effort, both mentally and/or physically, spent in the process. It

is usually simplified as the time spent in completing the entire task/session [104, 151],

or the aggregated lengths of documents a user has read [185]. As more user efforts are

put into search activities, the user’s satisfaction level is expected to decrease. Kokubu

et al. has found a positive correlation between user satisfaction and the reciprocal

rank of relevant results in QA systems [83], which implies that a user is more satisfied

if less documents are needed to examine in order to find the answers.

Both Gain and Cost are inherent attributes of a document. It means they are

irrelevant to the environment or context in which the document is present. Such

context includes being at a specific position among a list and the content of other

documents being examined before.

When considering the context, the raw Gain or Cost of a document may be

adjusted to reflect the influences of the context. For instance, they are usually being

discounted when a document appears at a lower ranking position, or the document

contains redundant information compared to an early document. I thus have two

types of discounts. The first type of discounting is done based on ranking orders. The

idea is that the relevance scores of the lower ranked documents are discounted (as in

DCG [74]) because it is assumed that users are less likely to read those documents

hence less gains come from them. The second type of discounting is done based on

content redundancy. The relevance scores of documents that repeat on topics that

have appeared in earlier documents are discounted (as in α-nDCG [30]), too.

Ranking Discount: Discounting that is based on the original ranking position

of a document. It is irrelevant to the document’s own content. The rationale behind
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the ranking discount is that the lower a document ranks, the less likely the user

will read it, the less the expected gain or expected cost comes out of this document.

Decaying functions like logarithmic reduction factor 1
1+logb x

are commonly used in

ranking discount.

Novelty Discount: Nuggets and subtopics both measure a user’s knowledge

coverage. If a document is related to a subtopic/nugget that the user read before,

then it contributes less novel information about this subtopic/nugget, for which its

value will be discounted. Decaying functions like exponential discounting function γx

are commonly used in novelty discount. Novelty discount can be seen as a general

form of ranking discount, where the ranking order is one within each subtopic or

nugget.

Let us denote Gain, Cost, Ranking Discount and Novelty Discount by A, B, C,

and D:

A = raw gain of each document B = ranking discount

C = novelty discount D = raw cost of each document

I propose to view metrics shown in Eq. 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 as combinations of A, B, C,

and D and apply a component-based analysis.

Specifically, sDCG does not take novelty into account, thus it only has components

A+B. The definition of sDCG can be rewritten as

sDCG = Discounted Gain =
∑
d

rank_discountd ∗ gaind

Ranking discount is not considered in CT, thus CT can be seen as A+C +D. Its

definition can be rewritten as

CT =
Discounted Gain

Cost
=

∑
d

∑
c novelty_discountd,c ∗ gaind,c∑

d costd
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EU takes all the components into consideration. It can be regarded as A + B +

C +D:
EU = Discounted Gain−Discounted Cost

=
∑
d

∑
c

novelty_discountd,c ∗ rank_discountd ∗ gaind,c

−
∑
d

rank_discountd ∗ costd

An interesting question arose out of the abstraction is how to combine the (Dis-

counted) Gain and (Discounted) Cost when both are present. CT divides Gain by

Cost while EU subtracts Cost from Gain. Which one is more appropriate, subtraction

or division?

Subtracting Cost from Gain is like calculating a “net gain”. The assumption here

is that Gain and Cost are of the same nature and can be directly added or subtracted.

Is this true? In the interactive process, Cost is the amount of time needed to review

the documents or the aggregated length of reviewed documents, for which its unit can

be seconds or words. Gain is the information obtained from the reviewed documents

and its unit is still unknown. Based on dimensional analysis [10], if two things do not

belong to the same dimension, it is probably incorrect to add or subtract them with

each other (e.g. adding area into length). Even if both measure the same thing, it

may still not be ideal to sum them up unless the exchange rate is fixed (e.g. 1 foot =

0.3048 meters).

When combining measurements from two different dimensions, in this case gain

and cost, using division is more appropriate. No matter whether Gain and Cost

measure in the same dimension or not, the result of division can still be seen as a

measurement of the rate to achieve that gain. An effective IR system should return

more Gain with the same Cost or provide the same Gain with less Cost. CT can
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be regarded as a speed function measuring how fast an IR system can satisfy an

information need.

7.2 Finding the Upper Bounds

This section focuses on computing the bound of the metrics after decomposing them

into components. For a given topic, the bound of a metric is one of the topic’s inherent

properties and is very useful in identifying where to make improvement to an inter-

active system. For example, if a system receives a very low score on a topic, it might

be because of the poor retrieval model, or be because of a very difficult search topic.

Without knowing the optimal score on the topic, it is difficult to separate the two

cases. Moreover, without knowing the bound of every topic, it might also be unfair

to average the scores across topics.

As an evaluation scheme, given the ground truth of a given search topic (including

the relevance scores and reviewing cost of each document, the importance of every

subtopic, and the number of documents returned at each iteration), the research

problem here is to calculate the optimal scores (bounds) for these NP-hard metrics

for a given topic.

After knowing the bounds, normalizing the scores would be straightforward.

Normalization requires not only the upper bound, but also the lower bound. In this

chapter, for a given metric, the normalized score of an interactive system is

scoreA =
∑
t

raw_score(t, A)− lower_bound(t)

upper_bound(t)− lower_bound(t)
(7.4)

where A is the system, t is the topic and raw_score(t, A) is the raw metric value of

system A on topic t. Note that for sDCG and CT, the lower bound is always zero, I

thus will only focus on calculating their upper bounds. However, the lower bound of

EU could be negative so both upper and lower bounds will be studied.
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7.2.1 Optimization Methods

Components A (gain) and D (cost) become constants once ground truth data is

provided. The challenge of computing the optimal scores/upper bounds lies in com-

ponents B (ranking discount) and C (novelty discount). As discussed before, novelty

discount could be seen as a more general form of ranking discount. Both components

share the property that the lower (later) a document ranks, the more discount it

receives. It implies that the same optimization framework can be applied to both

types of discounts.

For a single document ranked list, its discounted gain can be expressed as∑
j rel(j) ∗ discount(j), where rel(j) is the relevance score of the jth document in

this list. Since discount(j) is only related to the ranking position j and not relevant

to the document’s relevance or reviewing cost, computing the optimal score or the

bound of the ranked list is equivalent to finding the best permutation of documents

that optimizes the metric score. The ranked list can be optimized based on the

rearrangement inequality [56].

The rearrangement inequality states that

x1yn + ...+ xny1 ≤ xσ(1)y1 + ...+ xσ(n)yn ≤ x1y1 + ...+ xnyn

for all the real numbers x1 ≤ ... ≤ xn and y1 ≤ ... ≤ yn. Moreover, xσ(1), ...xσ(n) is a

permutation of x1, ..., xn. In this case, rel(j) can be seen as xi and discount(j) can

be regarded as yi. The position that has the larger discount(j) should be reserved for

a document that has higher relj, when calculating the max value.

This method is also referred as Probability Ranking Principle in IR [137], which

states that the overall effectiveness of an IR system can be achieved the best by

ranking the documents by their usefulness in descending order. The method can give a

feasible optimal score if only one ranking order needs to be optimized. However, when
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multiple ranked lists are required to be optimized simultaneously, e.g. the optimization

of CT requires the optimization of the ranked list within each subtopic, there may

not exist a ranking order that can optimize all lists. Nonetheless, optimizing each

required ranking list independently can approximate an overall bound.

Greedy algorithms have been proposed to approximate the optimal score in

novelty-related metrics [21, 30], where multiple ranked lists are required to be opti-

mized simultaneously. However, the focus of a greedy algorithm is to produce an

ideal document list, which is not required for score normalization. It is also shown

that the results yielded by a greedy algorithm can be far below the optimal score

on certain topics [21]. From this point of view, optimization based on rearrangement

inequality is more proper because it is able to lead to a tighter bound and is very

efficient especially when the number of relevant documents is large.

The optimization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7. It handles both minimization

and maximization based on different settings. In the algorithm, all the possible slots

are first ranked based on the discount value it will receive. When maximization is

needed, a document with higher raw score will be put at a position with higher

discount(i, j) value. When minimization is needed, the document with higher raw

score will be assigned to a position with lower discount(i, j) value. The algorithm

forms the basis for optimizing of the evaluation metrics of interactive systems in the

rest of this section.

7.2.2 sDCG

sDCG is essentially discounted cumulated gain for an interactive process. Computing

the optimal sDCG score can be expressed as
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ALGORITHM 7: Optimal Score on a Single Ranking List
Input:
|listi| where i = 1, 2...L
raw (relevance/cost) scores: rk of document dk, k = 1, 2, ..., n
discount function: discount(i, j)
optimization direction: IsMaximize = true or false
Output: Optimal score on a single ranked list
POS = {(1, 1), ..., (1, |list1|), (2, 1), ..., (L, |listL|)}
// Set of all possible document ranking positions
SP = Queue(sort(POS) by discount(i, j) in ascending order)
if IsMaximize then

D = Queue(sort(dk) by rk in ascending order)
end
else

D = Queue(sort(dk) by rk in descending order)
end
opt = 0
while SP is not empty and D is not empty do

(i, j) = SP.deQueue()
dk = D.deQueue()
opt+ = rk ∗ discount(i, j)

end
return opt

maximize

L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

rel(i, j)

(1 + logb j) ∗ (1 + logbq i)
(7.5)

Since subtopics are not considered in sDCG, only one document ranking list needs

to be optimized. Algorithm 7 can be directly used by setting IsMaximize = true

and discount(i, j) = 1
(1+logb j)∗(1+logbq i)

.

Different from the normalization method proposed in [75], there is no duplicated

result in the ideal ranked lists. The optimal sDCG score represents the optimal per-
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formance a system can achieve in the session. The range of sDCG score of any system

on a topic is [0, opt] when the session length L is fixed.

7.2.3 Cube Test

Computing the optimal score of CT is not as intuitive as that of sDCG. In fact,

computing the optimal score of Cube Test is NP-Hard even for a special case of CT,

which is defined as

maximize CT =

∑
c

∑
d novelty_discountd,c ∗ gaind,c∑

d costd
(7.6)

where costd = 1, novelty_discountd,c is boolean and is set to 1 iff. document d is the

first relevant document found on subtopic c.

In the special case, the discounted cumulated gain can be considered as the number

of subtopics found by the IR system and the aggregated cost is the number of doc-

uments returned. The optimal CT score in this special case should have the highest

number of subtopics found with the minimum number of documents returned.

The optimization problem can be transformed into theMinimum Edge Dominating

Set problem in graph theory, which is NP-Hard [187]. An edge dominating set is a

subset of edges satisfying the property that every edge that is not in this subset is

adjacent to at least one edge in this subset. The minimum edge dominating set is one

such subset of edges that has the smallest size.

Here each document is considered as an edge and each subtopic is considered as

a vertex. Then, documents (edges) in the minimum edge dominating set are the ones

that need to be returned so as to achieve the optimal performance in the special form

of CT. Because the special CT is NP-Hard, computing the optimal value of general

CT is also NP-Hard. Nonetheless, CT’s upper bound can still be computed based on
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rearrangement inequality. The optimal CT can be achieved by

maximize
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

relc(i, j) ∗ γ
∑i−1
l=1 |listl|+(j−1) ∀c

minimize
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

cost(i, j)

(7.7)

Formula 7.7 requires to maximize a number of objective functions and minimize

one objective function. The number of objective functions need to be maximized

equals to the number of subtopics, i.e., #(c). The upper bound of CT can be derived

by optimizing each of these target functions independently using Algorithm 7 and

then combine them according to formula 7.2. For the maximization target functions,

the input contains the raw relevance scores of all the documents regarding a given

subtopic, and discount(i, j) = γ
∑i−1
l=1 |listl|+(j−1). For the minimization target function,

the input contains the raw cost scores of all the documents, and discount(i, j) = 1.

The approximated upper bound may not be feasible in real situations. However, it

provides good approximations of the real bound.

7.2.4 Expected Utility

EU assumes that the user will scan the returned document in a top-down fashion

with a probability p of stopping at some document in the current iteration. Once

the user stops reviewing, (s)he will start the next search iteration. In order to make

the computation tractable, Yang et al. [185] approximated the computation of EU by

formula 7.8.

EU =
1

1− γ

(∑
c

θc
(
1− γ

∑
ω P (ω)n(c,ω)

))
− a

∑
ω

P (ω)len(ω) (7.8)

where n(c, ω) is the number of appearances of nugget c in the reviewed document

subset ω and len(ω) is the total length of documents in ω.
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The computation of
∑

ω P (ω)n(c, ω) and
∑

ω P (ω)len(ω) can be further expanded.

∑
ω

P (ω)n(c, ω) =
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
hi=1

P (hi)

hl∑
j=1

relc(i, j)

=
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

relc(i, j)

|listi|∑
hi=j

P (hi) =
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

relc(i, j)(1− p)j−1

where hi is the position where the user stops in the ith iteration of the session. Similar

transformation can also be applied to

∑
ω

P (ω)len(ω) =
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

cost(i, j)(1− p)j−1

.

In EU, each nugget c has its own graded importance score θc. The relevance

between a document and a nugget relc(i, j) is binary (a document does or does not

contain a nugget). The cost of a document, cost(i, j), is its length.

The maximization of formula 7.8 is also NP-Hard. It is achieved by

maximize
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

relc(i, j) ∗ (1− p)j−1 ∀c

minimize
L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

cost(i, j) ∗ (1− p)j−1

(7.9)

Using similar methods as in CT, the upper bound of EU can be obtained by max-

imizing #(c) target functions and minimizing 1 target function independently with

Algorithm 7. Note that the lower bound of EU is negative. It is because an IR system

may return documents that are all irrelevant but still requires user’s effort to read

them, which leads to a negative EU score. The lower bound of EU can be derived by

maximize

L∑
i=1

|listi|∑
j=1

cost(i, j)(1− p)j−1 (7.10)

which can also be approximated using Algorithm 7.
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7.3 Experiments

I experiment on the dataset and the official runs submitted to the TREC 2016 DD

Track [181]. I have conducted two sets of experiments. The first mainly studies the

upper bounds (or the bound size, if the lower bound of the metric is negative) of the

evaluation metrics of interactive systems. The second studies the influence of score

normalization.

7.3.1 Plotting the Bounds

Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 plot the upper bounds/ bound sizes on different topics

for sDCG, Cube Test and Expected Utility respectively at different session lengths.

Within each figure, I also show the statistics for the corresponding metric in a table.

The statistics include the min, max, average, median and standard deviation of the

bounds. The bounds are computed as in Section 7.2. The runs I studied are the 21

official runs submitted to TREC 2016 DD Track.

I observe that differences among the bounds of a metric across different topics

are huge and non-negligible for all three evaluation metrics. This conclusion is true

regardless of how many search iterations having been conducted. It suggests that

without proper score normalization, it would be unfair to compare across different

topics. A metric score averaged for all topics would be biased towards topics that

have higher bounds.

For a particular search topic, as more search iterations are conducted, I observe

that the metrics’ upper bound/bound size changes. They change differently for the

three metrics. The optimal sDCG score increases as the search goes on with more

iterations. It is because sDCG is essentially a gain function and it ignores the cost

of search. Therefore, more search iterations would always increase chances of getting
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Figure 7.1: Optimal sDCG on TREC 2016 DD Topics

more relevant documents. On the other hand, the upper bound of CT decreases as

the search keeps going. It suggests that the rate of gaining relevant information is

decreasing as more iterations are used. It makes sense since once a user has learned

relevant information in the initial runs, (s)he will not be too surprised for more

relevant information at the later iterations thus the gains from those later iterations

decrease. However, this observation might also only be related to the TREC 2016

DD dataset and tasks, where the search topics are mostly factual and informational.

For navigational or learning-intensive search topics, a different learning rate might be

observed. Lastly, I observe that the bound size of EU enlarges as the session length

increases. It comes from the fact that EU is a “net gain” function, more iterations

mean more possible gain as well as more possible cost.

Moreover, as more iterations conducted in a session, the differences of the metric

bounds across topics also change in various ways. For sDCG, the differences among

topics become bigger. As a result, the optimal sDCG on different topics become more
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Figure 7.2: CT Upper Bounds on TREC 2016 DD Topics

polarized as the number of iterations increases. For CT, this difference reduces a bit

which indicates the system performance gets similar among the topics when more

iterations are used. But the differences are still huge and cannot be neglected. For

EU, the differences among topics remain relatively the same as the session develops.

Regardless of the changes on the upper bounds/bound sizes as more iterations are

conducted, the difference of the optimal value a metric would produce for different

topics is large and should not be ignored. I propose to take per topic bounds into

account for fairer evaluation.

7.3.2 Normalization Effect

Twenty-one runs from six groups are submitted to TREC 2016 DD Track. I select six

representative runs, one from each team, to examine the effects of score normalization.

Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 plot the raw scores without and with normalization. The scores

are averaged across all topics for selected runs.
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Figure 7.3: EU Bound Sizes on TREC 2016 DD Topics
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Figure 7.4: Evaluation with sDCG on TREC 2016 DD

Figure 7.4 compares the raw (left) and the normalized (right) sDCG scores. The

raw sDCG scores are non-decreasing as the number of iterations increases. It is because

sDCG is essentially cumulated gains. However, the normalized sDCG scores could

increase, decrease or remain as a constant as the number of iterations increases.

It suggests that some systems actually have been close to the optimal sDCG score
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Figure 7.5: Evaluation with CT on TREC 2016 DD

at certain points whereas others do not perform that well. I notice that systems

such as LDA_Indri73 and UL_LDA_NE, whose raw sDCG values increase (non-

decrease) in Figure 7.4 (left) but decreases after being normalized (Figure 7.4 (right)).

It suggests that even though the raw gains keep increasing, they increase at a much

slower rate than that of the optimal sDCG increases.

Figure 7.5 compares the raw (left) and the normalized (right) CT scores. Most raw

CT scores are decreasing, suggesting that as more iterations are involved, the rate of

getting relevant information by those systems reduces. Some raw CT scores remain

the same because their systems stop the search after a certain number of iterations.

Based on the definition of CT in formula 7.2, after a system stops, its gain and cost

in the following iterations are all zero therefore its CT score won’t be affected. On

the other hand, all the normalized CT scores increase as the session develops. It is

yielded from the sharply declining upper bounds of CT. I even see some normalized

CT scores increase so much that they become greater than 1. The normalized CT

scores actually imply that, for interactive systems, choosing the right time to stop
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Figure 7.6: Evaluation with EU on TREC 2016 DD

the search can help an IR systems maintain its efficiency so as to improve users’

satisfaction.

Figure 7.6 compares the raw (left) and the normalized (right) EU scores. As

the number of iterations increases, the raw EU scores may increase (Figure 7.6a)

or decrease (Figure 7.6b) while the normalized EU scores always increase. I realize

that whether the raw EU score would increase or decrease is highly influenced by the

choice of the parameter a in formula 7.3. With different parameter settings, the raw

EU curves for the same run could be completely different. It confirms the conclu-

sion that it is not appropriate to directly add or subtract gain by cost. On the other
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hand, the shape of the normalized EU score is not sensitive with different parameter

settings. As a result, the normalization based on the metric bounds yields a more

robust metric. Meanwhile, the increase of normalized EU score suggests an enlarged

gap between the raw score and the metric’s lower bound while the change on the dif-

ference between the raw score and upper bound may vary. Nonetheless, the enlarged

gap suggests that all the systems have at least moved away from the worst case (the

lower bounds).

7.4 Chapter Summary

The complex interactive process between the user and the system involves many

factors, such as the amount obtained relevant information, the novelty of retrieved

results, the quality of ranking, and the effort spent by the user. Many interaction

metrics attempt to combine all the factors into one formula, resulting in unbounded

scores on a specific search topic. The huge variance among different search topics may

make some topics overshadow the others, resulting in an unfair evaluation.

In this chapter, I first deconstruct the evaluation metrics of interactive systems and

study how they model factors like relevance and user effort. The analysis showcase

largely varied upper bounds on different search topics and enables the possibility

of normalization. I then calculate the approximate upper bounds with an efficient

optimization method and normalize the raw metric scores. The evaluation is more fair

and robust with the normalized metric scores when handling largely different search

topics. The normalized metrics also indicate new directions of system optimization.

In a broader picture, the proposed metric normalization schema promotes the

development of fair AI. The unfairness of AI usually stems from training data that is

biased in terms of gender or ethnicity. The normalization schema forces the interactive
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systems to treat search tasks equally regardless of its gender or ethnicity background.

To get a high score on normalized metrics, a system has to be optimized for every

search task instead of only focusing on a small subset of tasks. The normalization

schema prevents systems from taking shortcuts of optimizing only for a small subset

of search tasks, which may introduce the bias that hurts minority groups.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter concludes my dissertation. I summarize my research in section 8.1 and

discuss future works in section 8.2.

8.1 Research Summary

In this dissertation, I focus on interactive systems backed by DRL algorithms. I pro-

pose a one-stop solution for building, training, generalizing, and evaluating DRL-

based interactive systems.

I first propose a representation of documents that is inspired classical work in

search engine visualization. It uses word-to-segment matching and bagging of mul-

tiple CNN kernels to capture the relevance signals at different levels of granularity.

Experiments show that generated representations help machine to better identify rel-

evant documents in ad-hoc retrieval tasks. I then expand this representation into

interactive search settings. I build a global representation that encodes the corpus

content and past retrievals. The global representation provides an overview picture

of the search task to better support the interactive systems.

I then propose an end-to-end RL framework to help the system better explore.

I equip the interactive system with a differentiable retrieval function, which ensures

the gradients calculated from reward directly change the the retrieval actions. Further

aided by the previously-built global representations, the interactive system has better

situation awareness and is capable of exploring more effectively.
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I also propose an adaptive policy learning method to improve the agent’s adapt-

ability. I create synthetic documents via mix-and-match and paraphrasing to ran-

domize the training environment. The adaptive policy learning method dynamically

adjusts the maximum-allowed gradient step during policy learning on different syn-

thetic training environments. This adaptive bound helps the system better explore

novel environments while avoiding catastrophic forgetting.

I further propose a diversification method that generates high-quality training

trajectories. I build a diverse ensemble of generative user models and let the system

interact with them. More importantly, the system only intermittently switches to a

sampled user model and extends the interactions for a short horizon. Such design

curbs the error propagation and diversifies training experiences with high-quality.

This diversification method is a plug-in and can be used in combination with other

DRL-based approaches.

At last, I propose a metric normalization schema to increase the fairness and

robustness of the evaluation. I dive deeply to analyze how different metrics model

and measure the document relevance, user efforts, and result novelty in the interac-

tive process. This analysis unveils the huge difference of upper-bound performance

on different search topics and underscores the importance of normalization. The nor-

malized metrics offer a more fair evaluation and point to new directions of system

optimization.

In summary, works in this dissertation provide a comprehensive solution for DRL-

based interactive systems, including the building, training, evaluation of those sys-

tems, and enhancement on their capabilities of generalization and adaptation. This

dissertation makes an important step towards building interactive systems that we

all dream.
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8.2 Future Work

DRL and interactive systems are fascinating research areas where innovations and

breakthroughs are happening everyday. The rapid progress in related fields brings

several possible directions for future improvement on this work.

Building representations with pre-trained language models: Large-scale

pre-trained neural networks, such as BERT [39] and GPT-3 [16] have shown great

effectiveness in handling text. These models are trained on large volume of data

in self-supervised fashion. Fine-tuning pre-trained models on specific downstream

tasks has become a trending direction as the pre-trained models generate embeddings

that better preserve semantic meanings and capture relevant signals. Recent research

[36, 53, 55, 64, 97, 126, 178] have shown the efficacy of building representations

with pre-trained language models in ad-hoc retrieval. It will be interesting to explore

building representations with pre-trained language models for interactive systems.

The external knowledge encoded in pre-trained models is expected to help the agent

better understand the text environment and better explore relevant documents.

Building the policy learner with transformer: Transformers architecture

has shown superior performance compared with convolutional neural network (CNN)

and recurrent neural networks (RNN) in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness

when handling sequential text data. So far, the interactive systems proposed in this

dissertation are backed by multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and CNN. The sequential

nature of interactions would make transformers a good fit for interactive systems.

Recent works applied transformers in supervised learning or imitation learning [23,

84]. It is worthwhile to explore using transformers to construct value functions or

compute policy gradient.
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Modeling the interaction as multi-agent RL (MARL): This dissertation

formulates the user as part of the environment and focuses on the optimization of the

interactive system. In fact, humans are born RL agents who learn to interact with

surrounding environments since day one. In goal-oriented interactions, the accom-

plishment of tasks is a result of teamwork between the interactive system and the

human user. Not only the system, but also the user is observing, learning, and opti-

mizing. In the end, the interaction process is a co-evolution of both the system and

the user. A recent related work is MADPL [158], which models both the system and

the user as agents and optimizes them with reinforcement learning. However, in their

modeling, neither of the two agents know the existence of the other, which makes it

hard to promote the cooperation between them. Recent user study [167] also found dif-

ferent collaboration patterns in dialogues. Modeling the user as another agent would

help us understand how the two agents communicate and cooperate to complete the

tasks. It would also help understand how to build interactive systems that better sup-

port human user’s learning process. Research in this direction would also facilitate

user simulations, where we can build user simulators that better resembles human

behaviors in the real-life settings.

8.3 Impact

It has been a long-standing goal to build interactive systems that assist humans in

a wide variety of tasks, from daily routines like checking the local weather to com-

plex assignments like piloting an airplane. These interactive systems learn from and

adapt to the participated human users. This human-in-the-loop schema empowers

the system to satisfy specific, personalized user needs and enables close cooperation

between the system and the user. The rise of deep reinforcement learning made it pos-
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sible to allow the system to find the best strategy for accomplishing the mission on its

own, rather than handcrafting rules to guide the system’s behavior. Building interac-

tive systems with deep reinforcement learning opens a door for creating autonomous,

intelligent assistants that humans can chat with.

This dissertation aims to provide solutions for DRL-based interactive systems,

covering the building, training, generalization, and evaluation. I investigate how to

build representations that capture relevant signals. I study how to formulate actions

to enable effective exploration. I propose methods to boost the system’s adaptability

in different text environments and for different users. I analyze how to improve the

fairness and robustness of system evaluation. Works proposed in the dissertation

contribute to building a more intelligent and robust interactive system.

I hope works in this dissertation can inspire more research into DRL algorithms

where humans are in the loop. The participation of human users is a distinct feature

that differentiates interactive systems from other DRL tasks. Users may have different

background knowledge and assume the system has the same. Users may change their

intentions or goals in the middle of interaction and still expect the system can quickly

catch up. Users may become impatient and require the system to assist efficiently. The

participation of humans makes the task more challenging, and it will be vital to model

the human factor when specifically design DRL algorithms for interactive systems.

I look forward to the day when DRL algorithms could efficiently communicate and

cooperate with human users.

I hope works in this dissertation can inspire more research into information science

and cognitive science in a broader picture. Decades of works in these fields have

been devoted to studying how humans comprehend information, master new skills,

and adapt to environmental changes, driven by different motivations, with various

psychological states. Understanding humans help us better model the human user and
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motivates us to develop learning algorithms that resemble humans. I look forward to

the day when computational models are as intelligent and adaptive as human minds.

In summary, my work in this dissertation aim to propose a systematic solution

for building, training, generalizing, and evaluating DRL-based interactive systems. I

hope my work can not only facilitate the research in specific tasks of interactive search

but also inspire more research in the related fields. I eagerly anticipate the time when

we can build interactive systems that more smart, adaptive, and intelligent.
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